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Perfect World 

Chapter 1971: Long Life Disaster 

Where were those people? Shi Hao couldn't say it out loud out of fear of immortal kings sensing 

something. At their level, they all had heaven reaching methods! 

This world really was too chaotic, blood and bones piled up endlessly. Regardless of whether it was Hairy 

Ball or the big red bird and the others, Shi Hao didn't plan to bring them out again. If there was a day 

when he could quell the chaos and subdue all enemies, then those sealed individuals would naturally be 

revived by him. 

It was fine if he was killed in battle, but he wasn't willing to see the people at his side leave his life one 

by one. He hoped that he would one day be strong enough to serve as an impregnable shelter for them, 

block all enemies outside. 

“My great-grandson, I really hope he can appear one day!” Grandpa Fifteen was so happy that his old 

tears almost flew out. 

At the same time, he felt worried. How could he not understand how terrifying the ways of the world 

were? Once he returned, it would signify bitter battles, fighting bloodily to the end. 

His grandson Shi Hao was already at the very forefront of this great chaos, could it be that his great-

grandson had to come out and join in as well? 

After Shi Zhongtian’s joy, he felt a wave of fear. He really was scared that one day, the Shi Hao father 

and son pair would die on the battlefield, buried there. 

“That won’t happen. My grandson is the strongest, my great-grandson won’t be weak either! They will 

all be fine, able to quell this great chaos!” Shi Zhongtian said to reassure himself. 

A’man advised from the side, “Grandpa, the little fella will appear sooner or later and he should become 

an immortal king. This is a happy thing, so you don’t have to worry too much.” 

She was slender and elegant, sweet-tempered and peaceful. After all these years, she had always 

remained by Shi Hao’s cave dwelling, hoping to be able to help him somehow. 

Even if Shi Hao himself had long become an immortal king, A’man had never cared much about this, 

always viewing him as that past person. 

“A’man, I want to seal you, grandfather and some other old divine generals. Are you all willing?” Shi Hao 

asked quietly. 

“Do you not have confidence?” A’man looked at him gently. 

In reality, she trembled inwardly. For Shi Hao to even be this worried, did this mean that the situation 

was getting more grim? There might be something huge happening soon! 

Even someone as powerful as Shi Hao felt restraining fear, worried about some matters around him. 

This was extremely serious, making both A’man and Grandpa Fifteen reveal worried looks. 
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“Haha, not at all. Alright, you all can just wait and watch me dominate the world, just watch as this 

storm passes!” Shi Hao said, full of heroism, no longer suggesting to seal them. 

“There are some divine generals and old soldiers in Imperial Court you can seal up, allow them to 

peacefully make it through to a flourishing period.” A’man suggested. 

Shi Hao nodded. 

“I am going to find Qin Hao!” 

When he spoke up to here, Shi Hao’s face turned slightly cold. Could it be that someone dared take 

action against his brother? 

Was it truly the long life disaster? In his opinion, Qin Hao had a mysterious immortal bone in him that 

was worth coveting. However, would it involve immortal kings? 

“Where did Immortal Wang go?” Shi Hao said to himself. 

Ever since he entered Immortal Domain, he had paid some attention to these ‘acquaintances’. There 

were some who actually disappeared, so he never saw them. 

He even suspected that Qin Hao’s disappearance might have something to do with some people. 

In the end, he invited Pan King, Hunyuan Immortal King and others over, asking them for guidance, 

about which mysterious powers there were in Immortal Domain, which were the most suspicious. 

He didn’t treat these two like outsiders, so he was always extremely direct, asking without consulting 

anyone. 

“Long life disaster?!” 

The two of them revealed strange expressions. 

“Is there something wrong?” 

“When you speak like this, we feel that that area seems to match this story a bit!” Hunyuan Immortal 

King said. 

“Which place?” Shi Hao revealed a serious expression. 

“In Immortal Domain, there are vast mountains and rivers, within some boundless lands, there are areas 

that don’t have too many clans occupying them. They are extremely mysterious, with no traces of 

human activity for millions of li, the inside of this kind of place containing many dangers.” 

Shi Hao nodded, understanding what they were saying. Back then,when he didn’t truly understand 

Immortal Domain yet, he had already heard people say that Immortal Domain had some areas that 

couldn’t be entered, that they were too dangerous. 

Even the older immortal kings weren’t willing to easily step foot there. 

“The unmanned region in Immortal Domain. That is where that type of creature, the one you talked 

about might reside.” 



“Long life disaster?” Shi Hao was shocked. 

“Perhaps it can be called this!” 

The two great immortal kings talked about some things. 

Immortal kings weren’t willing to rashly step foot into that terrifying region. There were mysterious 

creatures there, it was full of ancient clans that shunned the world, extremely strange. 

There was another type of existence, one with a mysterious background there. They were mainly 

primordial spirits, not having much flesh, but they would always plunder and search for physical bodies. 

“En?” Shi Hao immediately developed thoughts regarding this second type, becoming on guard. 

“This type of creature is extremely terrifying, all of them powerful. The most crucial point is that they 

grasp many unmatched extreme arts that have been lost in inheritance!” Pan King said with a sigh. 

“Only a primordial spirit, no flesh?” Shi Hao’s mind moved quickly, thinking of many things, his eyes 

erupting with great brilliance. 

“It is rumored that they… fled from Guidance Ancient Palace!” Hunyuan Immortal King said secretly, not 

directly speaking out of fear of others finding out. 

The radiance in Shi Hao’s eyes flourished with even greater brilliance, clenching his fist and saying, “Are 

you certain?” 

“These are merely speculations!” Pan King said. 

What kind of place was Guidance Ancient Palace? It was linked to the darkness land! 

Shi Hao really wanted to hack down a Guidance Ancient Palace and properly research it. However, he 

couldn’t find one.[1] 

In reality, under the description of these two immortal kings, he already guessed at some things. When 

the various things he knew about were linked up, he felt more and more certain that this ought to be 

the case. 

In the past, during the struggle of three thousand provinces, in the final battle, there was a floating 

ancient palace with the word ‘guidance’ written on it. There was even a primordial spirit that 

mysteriously appeared there. 

Moreover, in the abyss where Burial Earth’s Origin Ancient Artifact was buried, that place was also 

extremely mysterious. There were people who saw primordial spirits escape from the darkness void! 

Apart from this, when he cultivated a second strand of immortal energy, he even entered the Darkness 

Prison, almost dying there. He was almost trapped to death there, but ultimately struggled free from the 

shackles binding him. 

Shi Hao was always wondering if the darkness land had creatures who could struggle free. 

Now, it seemed like this was indeed the case! 



The two immortal kings told him about many things, among them, there were some oddities and some 

frightening parts. 

It was because there were giants who took action, subduing the creatures there, discovering some 

terrifying things. 

“There are some primordial spirits who were well-known experts in history, but now became completely 

different. They are contradictory, chaotic, terrifying…” 

According to Pan King’s explanation, they seemed to have mutually devoured each other, as if many 

well-known exceptional figures merged into one. 

Shi Hao sucked in a cold breath of air. He thought of a possibility. Could it be that the Darkness Prisons 

were connected? Then, when those suppressed primordial spirits met, they would devour each other? 

“Later on, one of the giants mysteriously died and then a few people dared investigate this…” Pan King 

said, his expression grave. 

“Those terrifying primordial spirits looked for remains all around the world, digging up immortal king 

coffins. Some say they are searching for their past bodies, essence blood and other things.” Hunyuan 

Immortal King added. 

… 

Several years later, Shi Hao went on his way. He didn’t go alone, but instead brought some of Imperial 

Court’s most powerful individuals along with him. 

He, the Darkness Willow Deity, Number Two Under Heaven, Ecliptic Immortal Gold Daoist, Heavenly 

Horned Ant as well as the Golden Fur Hou, all of them headed towards an ancient land in the very 

depths of Immortal Domain! 

If there really was a long life disaster, Shi Hao would definitely get to the bottom of this! 

He suspected that Qin Hao might really have fallen there. 

Before leaving, Shi Hao had previously discussed things with the crystal skull, golden arm bone, bleeding 

eyeball and others, learning about some old events. 

Now, he brought several great immortal kings directly into the very depths of Immortal Domain, not 

hesitating to fight a decisive battle! 

Perfect World 

Chapter 1972: Monster 

In the depths of Immortal Domain, crimson earth stretched out endlessly, no trace of life visible! 

There was another region without a single stalk of grass, an expanse of desolateness. This place lacked 

essence energy, not like an immortal ascension land at all. 

There were even more so some regions that, when one looked from the distance, seemed to be 

wrapped in silver, as if there was pure white snow, no other colors visible. It was silent and quiet, full of 
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death aura. This was because there were snow-white bones that were linked up in an expanse, 

becoming a bone sea. 

There were even some regions with lakes, but they were scarlet red in color with pungent smells. This 

was the blood of ancient creatures! After endless years passed, the blood still didn’t dry up, not 

congealing, carrying intimidating power. 

This was precisely the very depths of Immortal Domain, a place with many oddities, a place with great 

killing intent. 

Shi Hao arrived! 

He personally came here, bringing Darkness Willow Deity, Number Two Under Heaven, Ecliptic Immortal 

Gold Daoist, Heavenly Horned Ant, Golden Fur Hou and others with him, marching over! 

This was something that never happened before. After all these years, regardless of which side he 

fought against, Shi Hao always advanced alone, yet now he brought several powerful individuals with 

him. It was completely unprecedented. 

This was a stone forest, quiet and peaceful. Giant rocks laid all around them. There were crouching 

tigers, coiled dragon peaks… 

The stone forest was entirely ash brown in color, stretching as far as the eyes could see. It was entirely 

different from ordinary stone forests. The stones were too vast, like a great sea. 

In the stone forest, there were some giant star remains, unknown which era they came from. Compared 

to the massive stone earth, they couldn’t be considered much at all. 

One could see just how vast this place was. 

This was their destination! 

Shi Hao arrived. Above his head, the sphere of light was resplendent, wrapping around a little figure, 

rising and falling there, sensing the changes and secrets of this place. 

“Found it!” 

Shi Hao’s expression was cold. He saw an ancient palace millions of li out, within the golden radiance, 

there were also some strands of darkness! 

“Let’s go!” 

Shi Hao moved at the very front, the first to slaughter his way over. He was scared that there might be 

some dangers, so he blocked at the very front, his flesh already powerful to an imperishable degree. 

In the stone forest, that palace was ruined, but it was extremely large, releasing golden radiance, divine 

and auspicious. If not for some black energy spreading, carrying a bit of oddities, one might really 

mistake this place for a pure land. 

Shi Hao, Darkness Willow Deity, Number Two Under Heaven and the others descended, stopping even 

when they were far away. They faced the opening of this ancient palace, quietly standing there, looking 

inside. 



“Guidance Ancient Palace!” 

Shi Hao spoke these three words, pointing out its background. 

His expression was serious. This was also the reason why he brought several great experts with him. 

When it involved the most serious phase, he needed helpers as well. 

Land of Darkness, Guidance Ancient Palace, these all had a great connection to each other, inseparable. 

Meanwhile, there were some creatures who could actually escape from within. One could imagine just 

how powerful they were! 

How could Shi Hao dare act carelessly? 

Since the ancient times, how many creatures in the Darkness Prison could defy the heavens, reconstruct 

their former heavenly brilliance? It was extremely difficult! 

“If one truly slaughters their way out from the Darkness Prison, they will definitely be powerful and 

terrifying to the extreme.” Shi Hao said, warning everyone to be careful. 

“Dao friend, why did you come here?” 

A peaceful voice sounded and then a light appeared. This was a white tiger, the fur on its body flickering 

with golden aura, possessing biting cold killing intent. 

Its words were extremely peaceful, but the aura was instead intimidating. 

When one looked carefully, they would see that this white tiger’s body was a bit strange, a bit rigid. As 

for that primordial spirit, it was exceedingly powerful, releasing brilliance, covering the flesh. 

“We came for Guidance Ancient Palace!” Shi Hao said. 

“Hmph, during these years, it’s not like there haven't been other immortal kings who have come, even a 

giant who died because of this. You all are still unresigned? We do not wish to get involved with you all, 

do not disturb our cultivation!” The white tiger was extremely forceful, its tone became fierce. 

Shi Hao didn’t directly mention Qin Hao, worried that the other party would take him as a hostage. 

“Then a battle it is!” 

The Darkness Willow Deity was decisive, extending its branches, releasing zheng zheng noises, tearing 

through the void. Over ten thousand black divine chains of order flew out, engulfing towards the white 

tiger. 

“Giant!” 

The white tiger’s silver pupils released streaks of blade-like radiance. 

Roar! 

It released a great roar, strand after strand of white energy rushing out from its mouth and nose. This 

was geng gold energy. The white tiger attacked, this was previously a powerful and well-known overlord 

in Immortal Domain. [1] 



However, it now declined, because the past White Tiger Immortal King fell into darkness, ultimately 

died! 

Honglong! 

Dazzling radiance erupted between the two. Geng gold energy and the black divine chains of order 

clashed fiercely, erupting with terrifying great dao radiance. The universe exploded. 

Dong! 

The white tiger’s eyes were fierce, brandishing its great claws, grabbing forward. 

However, Willow Deity was also one of the most powerful experts. Black branches danced about 

chaotically, turning into chains, wrapping around that large claw. The two erupted with endless great 

dao symbols, facing the enemy there. 

“White Tiger Immortal King, didn’t you die, forever falling into darkness?!” The Ecliptic Immortal Gold 

Daoist was shocked. 

“I’ve returned!” The White Tiger Immortal King said coldly. The past overlord’s current condition wasn’t 

quite right. Its fur erupted, strange symbols appearing on its forehead. 

Qiang! 

Its back split open, a pair of golden wings emerging, burning the heavens. They carried dazzling light, sun 

essence surging. 

These were a pair of golden crow wings. With a light shake, heaven and earth would collapse. They 

possessed unmatched pressure as they swept towards Darkness Willow Deity, wishing to completely 

burn him away. 

“Golden Crow King Wings!” Number Two Under Heaven was shocked. 

He recognized the aura of the golden crow king, the divine ability that was displayed also this 

individual’s. The solar essence was too rich, surging like a sea. 

The Golden Crow Clan was extremely powerful, from past to now, it procured three immortal kings. 

There was even one still alive in the current world! 

It could be said that this was a clan that left even heaven and earth jealous. 

“It is me!” Right at this time, the white tiger’s silver pupils became golden. At the same time, a powerful 

aura swirled out from its body, becoming as resplendent as a golden sun. 

Shi Hao sucked in a cold breath of air. His worst suspicions had become real. The kings in Darkness 

Prison, some of them devoured each other, becoming monsters. 

This individual before him was definitely like this! 

Hong! 

However, Darkness Willow Deity was similarly unmatched, now a giant. He attacked powerfully, all of 

these branches becoming like Darkness Immortal Gold. 



Moreover, it was using other great methods, merging the world, as if stirring on the will of heaven and 

earth, the tree and world vein becoming one. 

Hong! 

The solar flame essence and golden crow wings were all scattered. That monster’s white tiger body also 

swayed, moving backwards. 

The two fought, the battle incredibly fierce. Darkness Willow Deity was even stronger. The last black 

divine chains stabbed through the White Tiger’s chest and then with a fierce twist, its body broke apart 

to pieces. 

With a weng noise, a primordial spirit radiance fled, entering Guidance Ancient Palace. 

Darkness Willow Deity wanted to chase after it! 

With a chi sound, a sword core flew out from the ancient palace, pitch-black like ink, flowing with dark 

radiance. This was a primordial spirit sword core, unstoppable, able to sever the everlasting! 

When Shi Hao saw this, his pupils contracted. He recognized that this was the Chaos Calming Art! 

Qiang! 

With a raise of his hand, endless sword radiance appeared in the void. After the Grass Symbol Sword Art 

and the Imperishable Scripture were merged, he created a new sword art that was incomparably 

powerful. 

Hong! 

In front of Guidance Ancient Palace, heaven and earth surged greatly. 

This place exploded. The two types of sword energy surged, simply about to destroy all things. 

There were three great sword arts in history, known to be unrivaled great killing methods. Today, two of 

them actually appeared. 

“Interesting, you actually understand this type of sword dao.” 

Inside Guidance Ancient Palace, a cold voice sounded, remaining unconcerned. 

Chi! 

Right at this time, a streak of rainbow light rushed out, making all life wither, deities howling and devils 

weeping, as well as releasing a scalp numbing chilliness. A type of sword radiance swept over. 

“Immortal Tribulation Sword Art.” 

The Golden Fur Hou was shocked, recognizing this type of unmatched precious technique. 

The reason why he was shocked was because this sword art was also known to be unmatched, on the 

same level as the Chaos Calming Art and Grass Symbol Sword Art, the last of the three great sword arts. 

Its sword intent was vast and powerful, absolutely terrifying. This was an immortal disaster, when a 

sword hacked out, even immortal dao creatures would face tribulation. 



Hong! 

Shi Hao’s hands shone. A Reincarnation Fist smashed out, striking that place until it shook intensely, 

sword energy rippling everywhere, hacking apart all things. 

Apart from Darkness Willow Deity, even Number Two Under Heaven, Ecliptic Immortal Gold Daoist and 

Golden Fur Hou were shaken, their expressions changing. 

The three great sword arts actually appeared at once, erupting in one day! 

They all had tremendous backgrounds! 

“Grass Symbol Sword Extreme!” 

Right at this time, this type of voice sounded from within the ancient palace. Countless stalks of grass 

immediately appeared in the void, all of them having nine leaves. They fiercely spun about, sword 

energy appearing in millions of streaks! 

This person grasped all three great sword arts at the same time. It truly was horrifying! 

Shi Hao remained fearless. He also grasped this type of sword art, immediately displaying it. The two of 

them used the same sword intent, its power rippling through this place. 

In that instant, heaven and earth lost color! 

Eventually, there was a great rumbling. The ancient palace swayed, producing cracks. 

This ancient palace that had an extraordinary immortal king formation arranged around it was now 

almost destroyed. 

Finally, that creature walked out. It actually had nine heads, the middle one a person’s head, the others 

ancient beasts, vicious birds and other things, all of them carrying immortal king auras. 

“Could it be that he… merged with and devoured nine great immortal kings?!” The Ecliptic Immortal 

Gold Daoist felt like this was a bit terrifying. 

“Just have a taste of my world eradicating strike then!” That creature was extremely arrogant. The 

middle human head scattered out gray hair, even his pupils gray. With a honglong sound, he directly 

released a fist. 

His entire body seemed to have turned into a gray streak of lightning, quickly approaching. He was 

extremely powerful and also extremely arrogant, wishing to smash apart Shi Hao under close distance. 

This was undoubtedly a giant, moreover one even stronger than Kun Di! 

It could be said that this individual reached the pinnacle of this world. If it went any further, then it 

would become an emperor. 

“It is actually the World Eradication Fist!” 

Number Two Under Heaven’s expression changed, recognizing this type of unmatched fist intent. This 

was the method of one of Immortal Domain cultivation system’s founders, its power great beyond 

compare. 



Dong! 

Shi Hao faced this strike, similarly forming a fist imprint. The radiance between the two of them was 

dazzling, illuminating the everlasting. 

Immortal radiance drowned out this place. Everything seemed to have become an illusion, only the two 

figures tangling about, facing each other, inconceivably fast. They fought viciously. 

Pu! 

In the end, both of them bled, backing up. 

“Why does a freak like you know this type of fist method? Could it be that you really are the primordial 

spirit of that Immortal Domain cultivation system founder?” The Ecliptic Immortal Gold Daoist asked. 

“The methods I know are too many. As for the one you spoke of, didn’t he die a long time ago? If I truly 

encountered him, as for who would end up devouring who, it is hard to say.” The nine-headed creature 

said coldly. 

“Just what kind of existence are you?” Shi Hao asked. 

“Didn’t you already guess at it? We come from Darkness Prison, previously devoured some primordial 

spirits. Then, borrowing the caving in of the ancient palace, when the cages cracked, we fled.” 

The nine-headed creature was rather direct, its hands on its back, incredibly arrogant. 

Its gray pupils stared at Shi Hao, at his body, saying, “Quite a powerful body. This king has taken an 

interest in it!” 

It wanted to seize it. A perfect body was hard to find, this was a body that it wanted. 

“During these years, were you all searching for ruined pieces of your past bodies?” Shi Hao asked again. 

“Correct!” This creature nodded. 

Shi Hao released a light sigh. So the rumors were not false, it really was like this. 

This made sense. Qin Hao had a piece of immortal bone on him that most likely belonged to one of 

them, which was why he was brought away here. 

Perfect World 

Chapter 1973: Pressure 

 “Three swords into one, sever all methods!” The nine-headed monster opened its mouth and shouted 

out, displaying divine abilities. Heaven and earth order was stirred up, even the long river of time about 

to be severed. 

Three swords appeared at the same time, standing side by side, the sword tips pointing at Shi Hao. One 

person produced three swords, and then three pointed to all things. Endless sword radiance erupted, 

hacking towards Shi Hao. 

Chaos Calming Art, Grass Symbol Sword Art, Immortal Tribulation Sword Art, these so-called three great 

sword extremes were actually released together today, leaving the hands of one person. 
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Its power was unimaginable, directly eradicating the world, cutting apart all immortals and devils in this 

world, obliterating everything! 

The three great sword arts combined into one, directly displayed like this. It truly was unstoppable, gods 

and buddhas destroyed alike. Throughout endless time, it could be considered a world shocking battle. 

Shi Hao faced this attack, his expression serious. 

Hong! 

When he reached out his hand, time fragments flew about. His six great secret realms respectively 

condensed laws, becoming a bell body. With a light dang sound, the sound waves rippled through the 

world. 

This was the secret method Shi Hao comprehended after he killed the Time Beast Scarlet King, 

suppressing him in the lightning dao law pool, and then spent tens of thousands of years researching 

him. 

Around Shi Hao’s body, ripples surged, releasing resplendent radiance. Symbols erupted and then they 

condensed into a bell, its defensive force incomparable. This was the power of time. Time fragments 

appeared around his body, blocking the three great sword arts. 

Dang! 

This bell shook intensely, hacked at until it began to sway back and forth. The ripples that were released 

shattered time and space, even the bell body cracked apart and then exploded, unable to stop the three 

sword cores. 

“Kill!” The nine-headed monster shouted. 

Three great sword arts appeared at the same time, shocking heaven and earth, completely unstoppable. 

Shi Hao released a cold snort. Even though he admitted that these three great sword arts formed an 

extreme killing method, this didn’t mean that he didn’t have any way of dealing with them. At this time, 

his six great secret realms shone at the same time, the irregular scenes that appeared heaven shocking. 

There were golden great dao divine lotuses that filled the heavens, appearing together and producing 

lotus flowers. The instant these golden flowers bloomed, they cut apart the sky, blocking the endless 

sword radiance. 

Copies of himself appeared one after another, becoming tangible figures, seated on the lotus flowers. 

Their appearances were dignified, sutras chanted from their mouths, hands forming law imprints, 

striking forward. 

This was an unrivaled strike! 

This was the release of all of Shi Hao’s essence energy, magical force, dao skills and other things, the 

power endless. 

“Die!” 



The nine-headed monster’s expression changed. The other eight heads also moved at the same time, 

each displaying unmatched secret methods. A head turned into a black dragon, severing the sky dome, 

another head spitting out brilliance, turning into a Taotie, devouring all things, sweeping through all life, 

another creature… 

All types of secret methods and different divine abilities erupted at this time! 

This monster had previously devoured more than one expert. They were all merged together, strange 

and terrifying, right now doing everything they could to destroy Shi Hao. 

This was a battle against giants, the greatest battle! 

The irregular scenes Shi Hao produced merged with his essence energy, magical force and dao skills. For 

him, this was also a type of test. If he couldn’t kill the enemy and was overwhelmed instead, then there 

would be great danger. 

Right now, both sides released all of their power, pushing their strength to the limit. 

“Kill!” 

Shi Hao released a great roar. Among his six great secret realms, the final secret realm actually became 

like heaven burning flames. That flame above Shi Hao’s head began to surge. That little figure suddenly 

moved. It supported a sword core, tearing through the restrictions of time and space, as if it stood 

outside the world, hacking out fiercely. 

The little figure carried the Everlasting Sword Core, suddenly releasing a vicious blow just like that. 

It didn’t seem to belong to this world, disregarding the shackles of time and space, just too fast. It tore 

through realm walls, quickly arriving. 

If one looked carefully, time seemed to be flowing in reverse, as if everything was going against the 

grain. 

Pu! 

There was nothing the Everlasting Immortal Sword couldn’t cut through. It cleaved open heaven and 

earth, hacked through the endless radiance produced by the resonance of three great sword arts, 

shattered the precious techniques that followed, cutting into the nine-headed monster. 

Blood radiance flew out. Under this world shocking strike, the nine-headed creature released a muffled 

groan, its body flying out. Its nine heads were almost completely severed. 

With a hong noise, it fiercely brandished its fists, releasing fist techniques, among them World 

Eradication Fist, True Dragon Claw… the scene was terrifying. 

Dang! 

Sparks flew in all directions. The Everlasting Sword Core’s final attack was stopped. That shining little 

figure was shaken, having no choice but to quickly return with the sword core. 

“Good, good, good!” 



That nine-headed monster said coldly. It was feeling shock and anger towards the attack Shi Hao 

suddenly released, but was also in a bit of admiration. It was actually almost hacked apart by Shi Hao. 

These types of methods exceeded other immortal kings, making it sense the threat of death just now. Its 

primordial spirit was almost hacked off by someone! 

Shi Hao’s breathing was rushed, his chest rising and falling intensely. His consumption just now was too 

great. If it was anyone else, their flesh would have been cut off by him, even their primordial spirit 

would be torn off. 

He never expected this nine-headed monster to be this powerful! 

Even Number Two Under Heaven, Golden Fur Hou and the others were shocked, feeling like they 

encountered an unmatched old monster. No wonder it remained here, no one daring to anger it. 

Honglong! 

In Shi Hao’s surroundings, golden great dao lotus flowers bloomed, accompanied by the great river of 

time. It was as if they were irrigating the divine lotuses, making them even more resplendent. 

However, there were no figures of Shi Hao on the lotus flowers. There was only an indistinct magical 

projection seated high up above! 

Not long ago, his essence blood, dao skills and other things had all taken form, merging together with 

the lotus flowers, the destructive power great. However, this was also extremely taxing on his own 

body. 

Now, these pure irregular scenes could resist the enemy, but they didn’t exhaust as much of his 

strength. 

“Again!” 

The nine-headed monster screamed out, throwing itself over. 

A world shocking great battle began, this place was drowned out by natural laws, surrounded by time 

fragments. Then, all types of weapons flew, all of them immortal king weapons. 

Dang! 

Scarlet King’s time bell, Aocheng’s sword wings, Taishi’s heavenly spear and all types of other magical 

artifacts were brought out by Shi Hao. 

This was the most bitter great battle Shi Hao had ever experienced, the first great battle after becoming 

an immortal king. This person was even more formidable than the foreign realm’s Kun Di, an ancient 

giant. 

Kun Di was the current number one expert in the foreign realm. If the creatures in Realm Sea didn’t 

return, then he was unmatched. 

However now, there was actually this type of freak in the depths of Immortal Domain, fighting evenly 

against Shi Hao. Both sides coughed out blood. 



The monster released a roar, its primordial spirit releasing auspicious brilliance. Creatures walked out 

from between its brows one after another, these were the ancient experts it devoured, now taking form 

and emerging. 

As for Shi Hao, he used the Embodiment Transformation Great Method, using this to support himself. 

Hong! 

In the end, both sides once again coughed out large mouthfuls of blood, their primordial spirits as if 

burning. 

This battle shocked the world under the sky, the immortal kings from all sides paying attention. 

Pu! 

When Shi Hao’s methods were all used up, in the end, he held the sword core, staggering as he walked 

forward, continuously hacking off two of the other side’s heads, tearing apart two great primordial 

spirits. 

“Stop!” 

The monster shouted. It detonated a primordial spirit, cutting off heaven and earth. Great dao symbols 

erupted. It quickly moved back, increasing the distance between Shi Hao and itself. 

They fought for several thousand exchanges in this battle, both of them using all of their methods 

before there was this scene. 

In the end, the monster was a hair inferior, this couldn’t help but leave it shocked. It wasn’t a single 

creature, but rather the culmination of nine great extreme experts! 

There was no lack of giants among these individuals! 

However, it was this incomparably powerful identity that was still defeated. 

It could be said that he was the most powerful enemy Shi Hao encountered after all of these years. 

“Is there anything else you want to say?” Shi Hao asked, wiping off the blood from the corners of his lips. 

Inside the ancient palace, several creatures rushed out, all of them releasing terrifying auras. These were 

all immortal kings. 

Chi! 

Darkness Willow Deity walked up, releasing great might, blocking in front. At the same time, the 

Heavenly Horned Ant, Golden Fur Hou, Ecliptic Immortal Gold Daoist and the others all moved, rushing 

over. 

“Let’s back off.” The nine-headed monster said, not having the people at his side take action. 

“I admit that you are powerful enough. How about we just stop things here? Tell me why you came 

here, I am willing to cooperate.” The nine-headed monster admitted defeat. 



“Just what kind of creature are you all, what kind of background do you have? How did you break free?” 

Shi Hao calmly asked. 

The nine-headed monster seemed quite honest, not hiding much, continuously saying several types of 

identities. They were all merged primordial spirits. Coin Elder and Bird Grandpa were both stunned. 

It was because those statuses were all history’s most brilliant experts, all of them heaven warping 

immortal kings who dominated their eras, no lack of glorious giants among them. 

These statuses were too terrifying! 

“The reason why we could break free isn’t because we are unmatched, but because Darkness Prison 

caved in, suffering damage mysteriously. Then, we discovered that this Guidance Ancient Palace fell.” 

These words made it hard for even Shi Hao to calm down. 

Not even someone as powerful as this nine-headed monster could slaughter his way out himself, 

needing to instead rely on this unintentional method? He could only release a sigh. 

These experts returned, living yet not living, ghosts yet not ghosts. The most important thing was that 

they devoured each other, now becoming indistinguishable, becoming monsters who didn’t wish to get 

involved in worldly affairs. 

They wanted to remain uninvolved. 

“What pure lands are left in this world? This chaos is not something you can avoid just because you 

want to.” Shi Hao didn’t approve of this. 

“We are also aware of this, but after being locked in Darkness Prison for so long, all of our past great 

ambitions and confidence have been scattered. Even if our strength is great, exceeding the past, we still 

feel like we cannot match the enemy.” The nine-headed monster said with a sigh. 

He seemed to have a type of defeated feeling, saying it like this. Moreover, he stated that even though 

Shi Hao was strong, in the end, everything would still become nothing, that he still wasn’t enough. 

It was because both the Darkness Prison and Guidance Ancient Palace were only a type of law and order 

that appeared, suppressing them. The true creatures hadn’t appeared yet! 

They strongly suspected that at the limits of Realm Sea, in the very depths of the Land of Darkness, 

there might truly be an emperor! 

“I am wondering if the reason why whenever an Imperial Court appears in Immortal Domain, it will 

suffer misfortune and a tragic ending, is because the Land of Darkness views this as their mission…” 

The nine-headed monster actually made this speculation. 

Shi Hao frowned, not saying too much. Only after some time did he ask, “Are Immortal Wang, Immortal 

Mu and Qin Hao here?” 

“They are!” 



A long time afterwards, Qin Hao appeared. He was extremely quiet, his skin rough, just too different 

compared to his previous handsome and delicate appearance, instead having a type of rough 

temperament. 

It was clear that he didn’t spend his time in a greenhouse these past few years, he definitely 

experienced many things. 

“Big brother!” 

He cried out. When he saw Shi Hao, he couldn’t calm down anymore, tears appearing in his eyes, 

rushing over. 

He didn’t hear about Shi Hao’s matters in this kind of secluded place at all, completely unaware 

regarding his revival. Now, all types of feelings surged in his heart, making him feel incredibly happy. 

This was especially when he learned that Shi Hao slaughtered his way over and defeated the ancient 

palace’s master, he felt even more shock and excitement. 

“I finally understand why they didn’t kill me. It seems like they definitely heard of brother’s reputation, 

so that was why after removing my bone, they let me live.” Qin Hao said with a sigh. 

“Where is Immortal Wang?” After Shi Hao consoled Qin Hao, he suddenly turned around, looking 

towards the nine-headed creature. 

“He isn’t here anymore, always wandering about outside, helping me search for my past blood and 

bones.” The nine-headed creature said. 

However, Shi Hao didn’t believe him too much, just feeling like he was dishonest. A vicious gaze swept 

over. However, the other party remained calm, not expressing anything else. 

“Let’s leave for now.” Darkness Willow Deity said. 

It looked at Guidance Ancient Palace, not willing to stay here for too long. 

Shi Hao nodded. He brought Qin Hao with him and left. He naturally didn’t completely trust this nine-

headed monster, but it didn’t seem like a good idea to continue fighting. It was because he himself also 

suffered serious injuries. 

After achieving immortal king status, this was the first time he was wounded to this extent. 

“Back then, one of the founders of Immortal Domain’s cultivation system previously struck down a 

Guidance Ancient Palace, but in the end didn’t meet a good end either.” The Ecliptic Immortal Gold 

Daoist said, revealing some secret information. 

In reality, Shi Hao had already heard about this a long time ago. That unmatched immortal king’s 

descendant who was previously sealed in the lower realm, residing on the World Tree, spoke about 

these things with Shi Hao. 

Did that nine-headed monster knock down that Guidance Ancient Palace, or did he truly escape due to 

unexpected events? 



“Don’t tell me that fella was purposely released by the Land of Darkness? Perhaps he has already 

completely fallen into darkness.” Number Two Under Heaven said. 

“There is no need to try and figure this out right now.” Shi Hao said. It was useless to say so much right 

now, only by becoming stronger would there be any use. 

He sensed a wave of pressure. He was only fighting with one individual, yet was already seriously 

injured. Moreover, in order to take the other party’s life, he might have to pay the price of half his own 

life. 

This was definitely not good enough. Now that chaos was ravaging all sides, he needed absolute 

strength to subdue all enemies. 

Shi Hao began to think about the path of breaking through the immortal king level! 

“Do not act recklessly. From past until now, all those who walked on this path have died, not a single 

exception to this. There are even those who have said that this world doesn’t have an emperor path, 

immortal kings already the end.” The Ecliptic Immortal Gold Daoist said, telling him not to act rashly. 

“If there are no paths, I will forge a new one.” Shi Hao said. 

Those who could reach this step were all the leading figures of their respective times. Those who 

became giants were all the unmatched overlords of their respective great eras. 

Among giants, how much of a difference could there be? They all had unmatched talent. 

Shi Hao was powerful enough and now, he defeated Kun Di and the nine-headed monster one after the 

other, but it was hard for him to prevail against the joint power of many of these experts. 

That was why he felt a sense of urgency. 

The outside world erupted into commotion. Huang actually entered the depths of Immortal Domain, 

able to calmly return after fighting a world shocking battle! This left many people stunned. 

“He defeated the creature there!” 

“To do this at such an age, are the heavens going to be defied?” 

… 

In the end, Shi Hao stepped on the king shattering emperor path! 

“The great decisive battles are going to arrive, everything at the limits of Realm Sea is going to be 

unveiled. I cannot join the battle the way I am right now, I need to become stronger, to the point where 

I can suppress all enemies!” 

It was because there were some scenes that he could already imagine. Shi Hao clearly understood that 

once the great battle erupted, there might be some giants who slaughtered their way over together. 

It was to the extent where there were groups of undying kings and fallen immortal kings who would join 

hands to try and kill him. 



At that time, the heavens would collapse and the earth would rupture. Even Immortal Domain might be 

destroyed, let alone those at his side. 

At the same time, what made him feel the greatest restraining fear was that if a true unmatched 

creature walked out from the Land of Darkness, then what was he supposed to do? How was he 

supposed to face it? 

Perfect World 

Chapter 1974 - Defeat 

In the outside world, immortal kings from all directions were left speechless for a long time. Huang 

slaughtered his way towards the depths of Immortal Domain. He could get through in one piece even 

after facing that creature who escaped from that darkness ancient palace! 

This really was the case, he did this relying on his strength alone! 

He returned victorious, defeating his opponent. 

Many people wanted to come over and ask about this, to find out just what kind of secret there was 

exactly. 

However, they unexpectedly discovered that Huang went into seclusion. 

“Cultivating in seclusion now, did he suffer damage to his foundation?” 

“He should have been injured. However, there are also rumors that he wishes to break through the king 

level and become an emperor!” 

Sounds of cold air being sucked in could be heard in Immortal Domain, leaving even immortal kings 

feeling shaken when they heard this information. They all got up one after another, looking towards the 

starry sea where Huang was. 

They were speechless, their expressions incredibly grave. 

What kind of later generation expert was this? To rise up so valiantly, overwhelming all opponents like 

this, was he now going to take another step forward? 

Regardless of whether it was the immortal kings or the giants in Immortal Domain, they had all been 

trapped in the Immortal King Realm for a long time. Some creatures had remained here for an entire 

great era, unable to see the road ahead. 

There were also those who tried to break through this barrier, struggling with everything they had for a 

taste of new skies. However, it was a pity, in the end, they still all died. 

There were some other creatures who couldn’t see any future in this world, so they ultimately chose to 

‘set off for the sea’, wishing to cross the Realm Sea and arrive at the other shore. 

However, that ocean path was similarly too dangerous. Almost all of them failed, there has never been 

an emperor who returned. 

“Is Huang going to stake it all? He is still too young! He should continue accumulating for some time. If 

he acts this rashly, if something unexpected happens, then that would be too regretful.” 
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An older immortal king said. 

Immortal Domain’s old freaks were all worried, fearing that he would die because of this. If that 

happened, Immortal Domain’s losses would be too great! 

After all these years, Huang had faced the creatures who crossed over from Realm Sea, even facing 

giants alone, killing them after bloody battles, establishing tremendous contributions. 

His strength was something all could see! 

Now, it was precisely these troubled times, chaos erupting from time to time, Immortal Domain’s 

borders about to be beaten into ruin. If something unexpected happened to Huang, Immortal Domain 

would lose an unmatched immortal king. 

Huang’s reputation had long shaken up Immortal Domain. Regardless of whether it was ordinary 

creatures or experts who were high up above, everyone knew about him. 

Now, Shi Hao went into seclusion, this stirred up huge waves. All sides were paying close attention, all of 

them nervously waiting. 

Time flowed on. In the eyes of mortals, this was an extremely long amount of time. Huang’s name 

gradually changed from ear-piercing thunder to a legend. 

One could see just how long this period was. 

The true immortals were all waiting, but in the end, they also became a bit weary. 

Ten thousand years, twenty thousand years… 

During this time, Immortal Domain experienced several great battles. Creatures from Realm Sea 

slaughtered their way over, the battles intense, blood flowing like rivers. It was incredibly bitter. 

Only in an age without Huang, did everyone realize just how great his contributions were! 

Immortal Domain had a giant who died, his imprints erased by a terrifying creature from Realm Sea. 

The great battles calmed down. Many places in Immortal Domain were in ruins. This world was full of 

gloominess, blood everywhere. The clans all used this chance to rest, all of them silently treating their 

injuries. 

At this step, many people understood that the future was full of despair. Perhaps not a single immortal 

king would meet a good end, let alone others. 

Within a stone cave, there was an extremely great formation arranged. The cave was full of hazy primal 

chaos, the aura inside terrifying, releasing the sounds of mountains collapsing and seas roaring from 

time to time. 

With a pu noise, a streak of blood shot out. Shi Hao opened his eyes. He saw that the ancient cave was a 

mess, even the world shocking great formation that protected his place of isolation was cracking apart, 

the ground shockingly red. 



After a hundred thousand years, he tried all different things, continuously attacking at the limit. There 

were more than ten times where he almost died. 

He failed again and again, his heart as if covered in a haze. This torment made him feel helpless. 

Shi Hao really did everything he could. He thought of every method to take that final step, break 

through the Immortal King Realm and become an emperor. However, ultimately, he still failed. 

Moreover, there were extremely serious great dao injuries left behind. 

After a light sigh, Shi Hao ate half a stalk of immortal medicine, silently closing his eyes. Only a few 

decades later, did he wake up again, his eyes erupting with brilliance. 

“This path doesn’t work!” Shi Hao sighed. In the last hundred thousand years, he was forcefully trying to 

push his dao skills to the peak, refining his flesh to become even sturdier than immortal king weapons. 

However, despite this being the case, he still failed. He forcefully tried to break through, using 

unmatched magical force to push his own dao skills to the peak, wishing to become stronger. 

However, he suffered a backlash, his body breaking apart several times. There were even times when his 

body and spirit began to burn, almost turning into a blast of ashes. 

Shi Hao came out of seclusion, shocking all sides of Imperial Court. Many people immediately hurried 

over, even Darkness Willow Deity, Golden Fur Hou and others wanted to know the result. 

Shi Hao shook his head. Even though they had long made inward preparations, they still couldn’t help 

but release a light sigh. This was just too difficult. 

“It is good as long as you are fine!” Grandpa Fifteen Shi Zhongtian said. He was scared that Shi Hao 

would fail and throw his life away in the process. 

It was because from past until now, among those who tried to forcefully break through, ninety percent 

of them would all die. 

In Immortal Domain, experts from all sides were shocked. Huang failed his breakthrough, the 

significance of this was extremely great. Many immortal kings felt a shadow looming over their minds, 

feeling like the emperor path truly didn’t exist. 

At the same time, there were people who were shocked. Even though Huang failed to walk the emperor 

path, he could still continue living. They had to admit that he was quite amazing. 

Then, Shi Hao paid visits to different experts, heading into some immortal king manors, sitting and 

pondering theory with them, discussing the secrets of emperor ascension. 

The other kings were naturally willing! 

During this process, Shi Hao exchanged some great methods with them, for example, the True Dragon 

Precious Technique that he obtained from an old immortal king who wasn’t part of the True Dragon 

Clan. 

He passed it onto the Crimson Dragon. However now, the Crimson Dragon also already searched out the 

imprints in his blood. After verifying the two, he discovered that what he uncovered was also correct. 



Regardless of whether it was the Crimson Dragon or Heavenly Horned Ant, they both suffered inherent 

weaknesses. They were plotted against before their birth, but fortunately, they were able to make up 

for their faults later on. 

Comparatively speaking, the other immortal king experts’ descendants were not as lucky. 

Shi Hao wandered about, using up several thousand years. It was because sometimes, when he 

discussed the dao with an immortal king, both sides would receive some benefits, immediately 

comprehending the dao. Many years might pass just like that, sometimes even over a century. 

“This path has failed, so I should try a different path.” Shi Hao said to himself. 

No one thought that he still dared continue, moreover taking a risk so quickly even after failing in his 

previous attempt. 

Only, this time, Shi Hao remained low profile, leaving Immortal Domain. He headed out on his own, 

returning to the ruined Nine Heavens Ten Earths. 

While walking through the past ancient land, looking at these ruined earths, he released a sigh. It had 

already been more than eight hundred thousand years since he entered Immortal Domain, this world 

already changed too much. 

Shi Hao headed into the lower realms’ eight regions. Those tombs from the past were already gone. He 

released a long sigh, silently paying his respects to all directions in this ancient land. 

The Nine-Headed Lion, Outstanding Horn Xiao Tian, Heaven Mending Pavilion’s Ghost Grandpa, those 

relatives from Stone Village… 

Too many, too many! 

Time slipped away, the years were ruthless. If it was a mortal, many memories would have long been 

erased, no way they could remember. 

However, for Shi Hao, the past things seemed to have happened yesterday, still just that clear. 

Then, he entered the three thousand provinces and then continued his way into the Nine Heavens. They 

were all ruined ancient lands floating in the cosmos. He offered sacrifices one by one, searching for 

memories of the past. 

The cruel bloodshed, the tears of joy, the helpless situations, those past events that tugged at 

heartstrings… they all scattered with the wind, buried in this ancient and defeated great earth. 

In a certain ancient land, Shi Hao stopped. His eyes erupted with brilliance, staring at an expanse of 

scorched earth. 

Soon afterwards, in the underground depths, a creature revived. Then, it was roused awake, rushing 

over. 

“It’s you, it’s actually you!” 

Five Phase Mountain was ruined, buried in the very depths of the great earth. After all this time, it 

always remained here, sleeping, cut off from the rest of the world. 



When it saw Shi Hao again, it was stunned, shocked and then felt joy. 

Shi Hao was rather surprised. If not for his dao skills being deep enough, already on the path of breaking 

through the Immortal King Realm, he wouldn’t be able to sense that a piece of cold and hard stone 

underground was actually Five Phase Mountain. 

He only remembered that Qin Family should have been here in the past. 

After countless years passed, the past Immortal Qin had long passed on. 

Five Phase Mountain experienced a great battle in the past as well, falling here. 

“Dao friend, help me!” Five Phase Mountain said. 

Shi Hao nodded. This was a piece of karma after all. Back then, Five Phase Mountain had protected him, 

and now, he reached here, just in time to return this karma. 

Hong! 

Divine light surged. Shi Hao refined the artifact, using unmatched immortal king flames to melt Five 

Phase Mountain, moreover supplementing it with some rare heavenly treasures. 

In the end, Five Phase Mountain revived. The past seal had long disappeared, after all, even the body 

had been beaten into ruin. 

“It’s the creatures from Realm Sea, some people entered this realm. They have some karma between 

them, so they fought here, resulting in me suffering as well!” 

There were actually giants included among them! 

Shi Hao nodded and said, “Don’t worry. A great showdown is about to arrive, they won’t be able to 

escape it!” 

His eyes were full of killing intent. The Nine Heavens Ten Earths were ruined in that battle, the people 

suffering greatly, so he naturally wanted to participate in this great settling of karma. 

He asked Five Phase Mountain where it was headed. 

“I want to go into seclusion, but what pure lands are left in this world? I might as well just follow you 

into Immortal Domain.” Five Phase Mountain said. 

Shi Hao tore apart the void, bringing Five Phase Mountain into Immortal Domain, showing him into 

Imperial Court. However, he himself didn’t return, instead heading to the next place. 

He wanted to enter Burial Earth. That place had an Origin Ancient Artifact as well! 

“Is this still Desolate Border’s uninhabited region?” 

Along the way, Shi Hao released a light sigh. Back then, this place was full of mysteries, a grand and 

imposing Imperial Pass towering here, guarding the passage leading into the foreign realm. 

However now, everything was ruined. 



He roamed through the uninhabited region. Apart from many dried bones, there were many ruins that 

seemed extremely desolate. 

En?! 

Shi Hao was stunned. He sensed something again, looking into a certain place. Then, with a flick of his 

finger, the void was ripped apart, a small world appearing. 

After entering this place, he sensed strong immortal spirit energy. This was an ancient little world that 

still sealed some immortal dao aura. 

He stared forward. There was a pool that released green multicolored light. There was a divine lotus 

that was currently swaying there, clearly long developing sentience. 

“Who are you?” 

The divine lotus was frightened, swaying back and forth. Ripples flowed outwards, divine laws 

interweaving. It wasn’t weak, but of course, this was in the Mortal Dao Domain. 

Shi Hao’s eyes swirled with radiance. In his pupils, there was time force that swirled. There were some 

scenes, some fragments that were reflected in his heart. He knew the origins of the divine lotus. 

“It’s you.” He couldn’t help but release a light sigh. 

This lotus was actually a bit related to him. 

In the past, when the battle of three thousand provinces’ geniuses ended, the Nine Heavens chose 

heroic talents to take in and enter Heavenly Deity Institution, but they had to test to see who was the 

very best among the different clans. 

At that time, they all respectively entered the uninhabited region outside Imperial Pass. 

It was clear that this didn’t only involve strength, but also luck. If one’s luck wasn’t good enough, 

encountering disaster, perhaps they would have died along the way. 

There was previously a woman named Qing Xian from the three thousand provinces that was extremely 

powerful, but died along the way.[1] 

At the time, Shi Hao just happened to pass by, seeing her final scene. 

However, this woman was quite heaven-defying. With her cultivation realm, she actually carried out a 

successful rebirth, turning into a seed, asking Shi Hao to plant and hide her here. 

“I remember you said that there is natural luck belonging to you here, a stalk of Primal Chaos Green 

Lotus. You obtained this natural luck?” Shi Hao asked. 

However, Qing Xian was confused. After her rebirth, it was the same as a new life, long forgetting 

everything else. 

Moreover, as time went on, she revived in this world, broke through the earth and grew again. 

Shi Hao stared at this pool, staring at the bottom. 



There was another creature inside. To be more precise, it was a ruined Primal Chaos Lotus Seed! 

Back then, he only planted Qing Xian outside, not in this small world. There was actually someone else 

who brought her in. 

Was it this mysterious lotus seed? 

Perfect World 

Chapter 1975: Activating the Origin Ancient Artifact 

This was a ruined seed that carried chaotic energy, but it still didn’t die. It still had life force, still had life 

fluctuations. 

“Dao friend!” 

A voice sounded. Then, a seed flew out, appearing from the pool. 

“Primal Chaos Lotus Seed?” Shi Hao revealed a strange expression. He really found an ancient seed! It 

was actually hidden here. 

It was clear that back then, the reason why Qing Xian encountered it was because it drew her over. 

“My body has already become ruined, suffering disaster again after rebirth. Even after slumbering for an 

endless amount of time, I am still at my last gasp.” The green lotus seed said. 

Shi Hao had already remained in Immortal Domain for so many years, so he long understood many 

things. There was indeed a stalk of Primal Chaos Green Lotus, this individual a giant. However, in the 

end, it fell, its whereabouts unknown. 

Who would have thought that it was actually here. 

“Do you need my help?” Shi Hao asked. 

“My injuries are in my origin imprint.” The Primal Chaos Green Lotus said with a sigh. 

Shi Hao took action, seizing it. His eyes released great brilliance, staring at its source. Then, with a raise 

of his hand, immortal light surged, rich life force spread, wrapping around this seed. 

In the end, he even more so released a drop of essence blood to nurture this seed. 

Hong! 

In the end, the Primal Chaos Green Lotus trembled. Its surroundings were sparkling green, filled with 

primal chaos, showing signs of recovery. 

“Many thanks to dao friend, there are no words to describe my gratitude. As long as I am alive, no 

matter how many great eras it takes, I will definitely return this piece of karma.” The Primal Chaos 

Green Lotus said. 

It was greatly shaken. How could normal immortal kings have this type of method? Not even giants 

could necessarily do this. 

Shi Hao waved his hand and said, “I hope you can recover.” 
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“Dao friend, the future of this world will experience many tribulations. As a Primal Chaos Green Lotus, 

an innate existence, I sensed something in primal chaos. You need to be careful.” The Primal Chaos 

Green Lotus warned. 

“I know.” Shi Hao nodded. 

“Today, dao friend has granted me his own essence blood. In the future, no matter where dao friend is, 

even if you underwent rebirth, reincarnating into another life, if I am still in this world, I will definitely 

return it with primal chaos essence blood, help you step towards the absolute peak once more.” 

This was a type of vow, involving ancient incantations. It was taking the initiative to bind karma around 

them. 

Shi Hao chuckled, but didn’t say anything. Once one died, what another life was there to speak of? Was 

there still reincarnation? 

“I would rather believe it exists. This is something that is rather helpless.” The Primal Chaos Green Lotus 

said. 

When Shi Hao heard this, he released a sigh. These were helpless hopes! 

“Dao friend, let’s part here. This descendant from my Green Lotus Clan, let’s just let her emerge and 

perish on her own in the lower realms. I reckon that after suffering from disaster, she won’t easily get 

involved in the karma of the mortal world again.” The Primal Chaos Green Lotus said. 

After bidding Shi Hao goodbye, it turned into a streak of green light, piercing the void and entering the 

primal chaos, thus disappearing without a trace. 

It was someone who had died for an endless amount of time. Back then, much karma scattered, now 

hidden in primal chaos. It wanted to recover, likely not emerging for another great era or two. 

It was because it wanted to undergo another rebirth, so it might forget everything. 

Only the imprints in its very foundation would guide its life trajectory. For it to completely awaken again, 

it was unknown what age that will be. 

Burial Earth was still peaceful. 

Shi Hao’s arrival startled the burial kings, also rousing awake Shenming and Sanzang. However, when 

they learned that it was Shi Hao, they all released a breath of relief. 

“Another few hundred thousand years have passed in a flash. Dao friend’s name has already shaken all 

realms, dao friend’s reputation has even reached our secluded Burial Earth.” Burial King Huo Heng said. 

Now, regardless of whether it was the foreign realm or Burial Earth, or even Immortal Domain and 

Realm Sea, the miraculous experiences of a certain young expert were continuously circulating about. 

That person was precisely Shi Hao. It was all because of his great strength, his ability to kill giants, this 

naturally drawing the attention of many experts. 

“Why did dao friend come here?” Burial King Han Zhuo also spoke out. 



“The first reason is because I wanted to see some old friends, reminisce about past times. The second is 

that I want to take a look at your Origin Ancient Artifact.” Shi Hao said. 

These experts’ faces all changed. Origin Ancient Artifact was something even they would avoid. Even at 

their level, they weren’t willing to rashly come into contact with it, yet Huang actually wanted to 

examine it? 

“Brother Shi, you are gambling with your life here!” 

“Huang, doing this is too dangerous!” 

Sanzang and Shenming both advised against it. 

“It is fine, I only wish to take a look, I won’t impetuously do anything. You guys should have heard that 

even the foreign realm’s Origin Ancient Artifact is something I already faced, yet still survived.” Shi Hao 

smiled. 

The burial kings here all opened their mouths, wishing to say something. However, after carefully 

thinking about it, Huang had also come into contact with their Origin Ancient Artifact, but didn’t die. 

Only, they didn’t know if he could still make it through safely after coming into contact with it a second 

time. 

“Dao friend, it isn’t that we are being stingy, but that we are really worried that something bad might 

happen to you!” Burial King Huo Heng was extremely direct, telling Shi Hao that their Origin Ancient 

Artifact was extremely sinister. 

Even the burial kings felt like it was strange, sinister, and unpredictable. It could even threaten the lives 

of creatures at their level! 

“I am not scared!” Shi Hao said. 

If he had a choice, he wouldn’t be willing to come here. However, he already lost one path, so he had to 

find another one to break through the king level and step on the emperor path. 

Since there were rumors in the world that opening Origin Ancient Artifact might be the true emperor 

path, then he set his resolution to give it a try. 

In the end, after the burial kings discussed things in secret, they still agreed. 

However, they warned that if anything unexpected happened, he absolutely could not persist with it. At 

the same time, they also expressed their standpoint, that this had nothing to do with them. If something 

happened, he couldn’t get them involved. 

“Many thanks to dao friends!” Shi Hao showed them a great bow of respect. 

This time, there were five burial kings who showed up in total, meeting him face to face. After carefully 

discussing things, they all withdrew. 

In reality, Burial Earth carried out a great migration. The kings brought many later generations with 

them, all of them hiding in the distant Burial Region out of fear that something huge would happen. 



Shi Hao wanted to tell them that he might be able to open up Origin Ancient Artifact, but after opening 

his mouth, he didn’t say anything in the end. 

It was because he didn’t know what would happen once he truly opened it. If there was a terrible 

tragedy, destroying all those present, then how would he be able to face the kings in Burial Earth? 

After thinking about it, he decided to first try things out a bit and then make a decision after looking at 

the situation. 

“I want to visit my brother first.” Shi Hao said. 

He wanted to see Cao Yusheng. 

Sanzang and Shenming guided him into Burial Region’s depths, paying the peacefully sleeping Cao 

Yusheng and the little dog a visit. 

Shi Hao had previously been trapped inside his ten reincarnation imprints for five hundred thousand 

years, and then he entered Immortal Domain for another eight hundred thousand years, added together 

already more than a million years. 

“You all need to live well!” Shi Hao said. 

Back then, it was precisely because Cao Yusheng carried him on his back, his white hair disheveled, 

bringing him here together with the little dog, frantically trying to save him, that they ended up in this 

state. 

At that time, Cao Yusheng and the little dog both entered their late years, not having much lifespan left. 

They were old, their blood energy drying up, but for his sake, still went crazy, roaming everywhere 

under the sky. 

He had to protect these two old friends no matter what. 

Endless immortal light surged. Shi Hao lent them a helping hand, two drops of immortal king essence 

blood coming out, their killing intent refined away, within them only endless essence, landing in Burial 

Earth. 

Then, he turned around and left. 

Burial Region’s Origin Ancient Artifact didn’t always remain in this world, instead only appearing once 

every certain period of time. 

This was because there were unmatched divine abilities previously displayed by different kings. 

Shi Hao arrived, heading on his way alone. He prepared to tear apart the void to see the undead knights’ 

Origin Ancient Artifact. 

Meanwhile, behind him, many undead knights withdrew out of fear that he would stir up a great 

disaster. 

After all, he was an immortal king now. If he stirred up a disturbance, then it would definitely be a huge 

matter, possibly affecting all the different realms in the world! 



Chi! 

Shi Hao ripped apart the void. With his current cultivation, what couldn’t he do? Not even an 

unmatched seal could stop him. He could even move freely through the heaven reaching lands burial 

kings arranged. 

Hong! 

He entered an ancient palace. 

There was a chest here that rose and fell, flowing with nine-colored brilliance, releasing a divine rain of 

light. It was too resplendent, filled with a divine and auspicious aura. 

It had a metal feel, as well as jade and stone luster. When it released multicolored light, it was as 

resplendent as a sun. 

In this world, among millions and millions of creatures, not many could endure Origin Ancient Artifact’s 

radiance, most perishing upon contact. 

In reality, Burial Earth normally used corpses to endure Origin Ancient Artifact’s brilliance. 

After all these years, the creatures who were still alive, for example, Golden Undead Knights, how many 

of them succeeded? Shenming and Sanzang were exceptions, fortunate enough to not perish, which was 

why they were being fostered by burial kings! 

Shi Hao resisted this concentrated rain of light, not dying. 

“In the past, I used the rotten wooden chest as protection to survive, but I don’t have to use it anymore. 

It seems like I’ve developed resistance.” 

Shi Hao produced artifacts one after another, for example, the Everlasting Sword Core, True Primordial 

Record, rotten wooden chest, as well as even that flame within him which revived. 

In the end, he moved, walking forward step by step, approaching this chest. 

Dang! 

After a light shaking, Shi Hao placed his palm that could shatter the heavens on this chest, truly making 

contact with his flesh. 

Hong! 

This ancient temple shook, rocking intensely. The temple was originally holy, but now that Origin 

Ancient Artifact released radiance, it seemed to be burning, becoming more and more dazzling. 

Origin Ancient Artifact seemed to have revived, developing life. It shook, released rumbling noises and 

terrifying radiance. The rain of light seemed to descend like true liquid! 

Shi Hao’s expression was grave. He was withstanding that type of indescribable unmatched aura! 

The pressure was like a mountain, like a vast sea, rising and falling here. It was as if several cosmos and 

endless seas of stars were crashing down on Shi Hao. 



Dang! 

He suddenly exerted strength, shaking up this chest. 

It wasn’t just his body, the Everlasting Sword Core, True Primordial Record and other things were all 

moved. He even used the rotten wooden chest to smash at this chest. 

Honglong! 

Finally, an even more intense transformation happened. Nine-colored brilliance rushed into the 

heavens, tearing apart the temple, simply about to sever the great river of time. 

One could see that the river of time was becoming unstable, shaking greatly here. 

Shi Hao didn’t know which strange object was the key to opening the Origin Ancient Artifact. All of these 

things, including himself, were treated as the seed. 

Dong! 

Several objects landed on Origin Ancient Artifact. 

Finally, this place underwent a sky shocking transformation. Origin Ancient Artifact was cracking apart, 

that Nine-Colored Immortal Gold like chest was going to be opened. 

Honglong! 

Heavens collapsed and the earth split apart, ghosts weeping and deities howling. 

This chest was divine, but it released a terrifying noise. While it was being opened, it was accompanied 

by endless irregular scenes, many natural deities falling. There were countless Darkness Prisons and a 

resplendent immortal ascension light. All types of scenes interweaved as if a segment of ancient history 

was appearing. 

However, all of this happened too fast. 

Bo! 

A light noise sounded. This chest actually blossomed like a flower, the cracked chest opening piece by 

piece, revealing the true scene inside. 

Perfect World 

Chapter 1976: Crown 

The chest began to crack like fine jade and then it blossomed like a flower’s petals, separating piece by 

piece. They carried a dazzling rain of light, carrying sky burning fiery light. 

The Origin Ancient Artifact was opened! 

“Ah…” Shi Hao released a great roar, holding his head, backing up. His entire body was covered in blood, 

the top of his head about to be cleaved open, his body full of cracks. 

His body was world shocking, at the top of immortal kings, yet right now, he still couldn’t endure the 

tremendous suffering. He was swept by nine types of brilliance, body about to become rotten. 
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This was something unimaginable. He already cultivated an immortal king body, moreover refined it 

through the Imperishable Scripture, able to dominate Immortal Domain and Realm Sea. Strictly in terms 

of the physical body, who could compare with him? 

Even if there was someone, they could still only be similar to him. 

However, when Origin Ancient Artifact had just been opened, his body was already breaking to pieces, 

even his bones exposed, his skull as if hacked into by a giant axe, about to split apart. 

Inside the chest was a sphere of dazzling radiance, this light wrapped around something. 

Even someone as powerful as Shi Hao, when his eyes looked over, they were dripping with blood. Not 

even an immortal king could stare directly at it, just how horrifying of a thing was this? 

Dong! 

Shi Hao backed up, but in the end, he stood stably. Even though blood was trickling out from his eyes, he 

still kept them open. He finally saw something. 

It was a sphere of light, flowing within it was nine-colored brilliance! 

It was just too strong. That sphere of light was in liquid form, like an immortal jade elixir, melting… a 

head. 

A head? It was actually a head?! 

Shi Hao was shocked, no matter what, he never expected to see this type of scene. It was actually a 

divine corpse? 

“Something’s not right?” 

He forcefully endured the intense pain, wiping away the blood from in front of his eyes. He stared at it 

again, using his unmatched magical eyes and the most powerful divine awareness to perceive it, wishing 

to see through just what it was exactly. 

That skull seemed to be indistinct, turning into snow-white bones. It was still wrapped in nine-colored 

brilliance, but at the same time, there was strong darkness matter at the center. 

The snow-white bones and black matter, when the two were compared, it formed a striking scene. 

“Is it an emperor crown?!” 

This was Shi Hao’s voice, his body shaking, starting to break apart. He was suppressed by a wave of 

mysterious power, and then he was about to completely be erased here. 

He was sure that if it was any other immortal king that was here, they would have already collapsed, 

nothing remaining. Even someone as powerful as him who had cultivated the Imperishable Scripture 

was breaking apart to pieces, about to explode here. 

Hu! 

That snow-white bone flew over. It was shaped like a crown, carrying a simple and ancient aura and a 

wave of unrivaled dignity, as if an emperor descended upon the world! 



This was an imperial crown polished from skulls, spotlessly white and sparkling, flowing with strange and 

sinister radiance. It scattered out radiance just like that, its nine-colored energy thick, crushing all things. 

Shi Hao couldn’t endure it anymore. His body was rocking back and forth, even his soul about to be 

erased. 

Hong! 

It carried unmatched power. It landed on Shi Hao’s head, touching his black hair, about to place itself 

there. 

The bone crown was heavy, just like endless stars being crushed together, even more so like condensed 

cosmos. It directly descended, landing on Shi Hao’s head. 

Shi Hao released a loud cry. His skull cracked apart, crushed to the point where it was going to shatter. 

Even his primordial spirit almost shattered, about to be suppressed here. 

This was too dangerous of a situation! 

What natural luck, this was clearly a situation of inevitable death. 

Honglonglong! 

Chaotic lightning appeared. This bone crown was mysterious and powerful. After landing on Shi Hao’s 

head, bone spurs were produced one after another, stabbing into his skull as if they wanted to take 

root. 

At the same time, nine-colored brilliance swirled, spreading through Shi Hao’s entire body. 

Of course, the most terrifying thing was that the spotlessly white crown still had a thick ring of black 

matter surrounding it, wishing to take root in Shi Hao’s body. 

Shi Hao believed that this was the darkness source, even stronger than all of the darkness matter he had 

seen before, several times so. 

This strand alone was enough to contaminate the entire three thousand provinces! 

All of this took place in an instant, fast to the point where one couldn’t react. 

“Get lost!” 

Shi Hao was angry. This bone crown crushed him until his entire body was splitting apart, producing 

bone spurs that wanted to stab into his body. Was this trying to suck away his essence or to merge 

together? 

Dang! 

He held the rotten wooden chest in hand, smashing it towards his own head. It immediately caused 

those bone spurs to fly backwards. 

He didn’t know what kind of background this rotten wooden chest had. It was actually this miraculous! 

Chi! 



At the same time, his other hand brandished the Everlasting Sword Core, hacking towards his head. 

Sword radiance surged, immortal ascension light resplendent. With a dang noise, it landed on the white 

crown. 

Hou! 

It was as if there was a light shout that sounded from the sword core. Void images were produced. A 

creature sat on the ancient coffin, seeming extremely lonely under the setting sun. He stared at the 

blood-soaked great earth and the endless graves. At this time, he suddenly raised his head. 

With a dong sound, after this bone crown was struck by the sword core, it separated! 

Bo! 

Then, wave after wave of petals closed, returning to one with that chest’s fragments, combining 

together, collecting the white crown within, covering everything. 

This place became peaceful, as if nothing happened. That chest flowed with dazzling brilliance, rising 

and falling in the void. 

However, how could nothing have happened?! 

Shi Hao’s body was in tatters, his primordial spirit dim. He suffered serious injuries, almost dying here. 

If it was Aocheng, Taishi or others here, their bodies and spirits would have definitely been erased. This 

power was incomparable, completely unimaginable. 

For Shi Hao to survive this, it could only be said that he was close to heaven-defying on the path of 

cultivation! 

“Burial kings, goodbye!” 

Shi Hao left in a hurry, dragging his ruined body out of Burial Earth, thus disappearing. 

The burial kings were all shocked. They didn’t know what happened, only sensing the intense 

fluctuations there. They all shivered inwardly. 

Origin Ancient Artifact was still there, so they weren’t too worried. It was fine as long as this item wasn’t 

lost. 

Only, every single burial king had misgivings, wondering what exactly happened to Huang. He seemed to 

be running, his entire body covered in traces of blood. 

“I hope he is fine!” Burial King Huo Heng said. 

Shi Hao left, entering Realm Sea. He chose a place without anyone else and then sat down to treat his 

wounded body. 

However, things were far worse than he imagined. A strand of darkness matter entered his soul, crazily 

wreaking chaos. His primordial spirit became murky, about to fall into darkness. 

This strand of darkness matter was the source! 



This was far more serious than when he was corroded in the three thousand provinces. 

At the same time, there was a mysterious power that seemed to be crushing down on him, making him 

continuously cough out blood. His skull and four limbs’ bones were all cracking apart, this scene 

incredibly terrifying. 

Even his soul was like this, splitting apart, possibly being destroyed. 

Shi Hao was also decisive, his primordial spirit leaving his body. He avoided that strand of darkness 

matter, not letting it corrode his soul. At the same time, a wave of his core essence energy also rushed 

out. 

He gave up his flesh shell! 

Honglong! 

Not far out, that lump of essence blood was reforging an imperishable body, quickly constructing it. His 

primordial spirit returned inside. At the same time, he ate a nine-colored immortal pill to nurture 

himself. 

This was an unmatched great medicine created from immortal medicines and Three Life Medicine! 

This furnace of medicine would make any immortal king’s eyes go red. It was because there was only 

someone from the Age of Emperor Collapse who refined a batch apart from this batch, the effects of 

this medicine domineering to the extreme. 

Despite this being the case, Shi Hao’s newly formed body was still dripping with blood, enduring a 

mysterious wave of power. This was especially the case with that darkness source which he just couldn’t 

completely destroy. 

In the distance, Shi Hao’s separated body split up into pieces, a strand of darkness source swirling 

around there. 

“Disappear!” 

Shi Hao released a great roar. He attacked the old body that he abandoned, fearing that he would fall 

into darkness and then produce a new primordial spirit. 

Pu! 

His fist smashed apart his abandoned body, producing a blast of blood there. 

That strand of darkness fluttered about. Shi Hao watched it closely. He displayed great magical force, 

suppressing it, sealing it up. 

This was playing with fire. A single mistake and he would forever fall into darkness, difficult for him to 

struggle free from that fate. 

Then, Shi Hao left, directly returning to Immortal Domain, going into seclusion. He continuously coughed 

out blood for several decades, trying to recover. 

For hundreds of years, he didn’t come out of seclusion, still nurturing his primordial spirit. 



In a flash, over ten thousand years passed. Shi Hao still remained in seclusion. The damage he suffered 

this time was too serious, he needed time to recover. 

He tempered his blood again and again, refining away the darkness. At the same time, he was refining 

the soul out of fear of leaving behind any future grievances. He didn’t want anything unexpected to 

happen. 

During this process, the cave where he was secluded had immortal light that continuously rushed into 

the heavens, accompanied by blood radiance, triggering terrifying fluctuations. 

Whenever an immortal king saw this scene, everyone became shocked. Was Huang injured? 

Just what kind of wound was it for him to need ten thousand years to recover, not fully recovered even 

now? 

Shi Hao didn’t have the strength to fight. During this period, Realm Sea experienced great chaos, a large 

group of powerful creatures returning, moreover slaughtering their way into Immortal Domain. 

Darkness Willow Deity and Number Two Under Heaven helped Shi Hao resist them. Even though the 

cosmos he remained in suffered greatly, it didn’t affect him. 

Many areas of Immortal Domain were damaged! 

At the same time, the foreign realm was also attacked, its damage serious. However, they had 

confidence, not all that scared. 

It was because there were giants that returned from Realm Sea on their side! 

“Huang has been seriously injured! Interesting, let’s see if we can just send him into the afterlife.” There 

was an undying king in the foreign realm who said this with a cold laugh. 

Even though they also had to face the pressure of Realm Sea, they still wanted to slaughter their way 

into Immortal Domain and eliminate Huang. 

They arrived. Now, there were no more obstructions between these two realms. The so-called Imperial 

Pass had been broken for tens of thousands of years, no one able to reconstruct or rebuild it anymore. 

Hong! 

The Immortal Smelting Pot appeared. Kun Di personally took action, descending here, provoking heaven 

reaching fluctuations, startling the kings of Immortal Domain. 

“You dare?!” Bird Grandpa and Coin Elder were furious, quickly stopping them. It was because this was 

Shi Hao’s place of seclusion, they couldn’t let them disturb him. 

Hmph! 

There was another undying king who rushed over, wishing to unleash a great slaughter here. 

If Shi Hao was overseeing this place, how many people dared randomly charge in? Now that they 

learned something unexpected happened to him, the foreign realm’s undying kings had no choice but to 

immediately get rid of him. 



Hou! 

The Heavenly Horned Ant went crazy, entering his clan’s most terrifying berserk transformation state. 

His eyes became blood red, carrying a sinister blood color. His strength erupted, power endless. 

The most important thing was that his primordial spirit’s power also increased greatly, becoming not 

inferior to an immortal king in any regards! 

This was precisely the Vicious Ten, every one of them having a ‘vicious’ side. Once they went crazy, using 

all of their clan’s power, they could dominate all sides. 

He stood in these undying kings’ way, truly wishing to completely tear them all apart. 

Darkness Willow Deity took action. With a pu sound, it pierced through a king’s head. Darkness Willow 

Deity was a giant, his strength horrifyingly great. 

The situation was dire. Shi Hao’s land of seclusion was beaten into ruins. His true body was revealed, 

currently seated there, black blood flowing out from the corners of his lips. He was refining his own true 

blood. 

“Kill! Huang already cannot take it any longer. He will definitely suffer a disaster today!” Someone 

shouted. 

Shi Hao remained quiet, not moving. During these years, he adjusted his body while deriving the method 

of emperor ascension, wishing to borrow this tribulation to step on that path. 

There were indeed tremendous benefits. He was now trapped on the path of emperor ascension. His 

primordial spirit continuously deduced various things, releasing brilliant radiance. He couldn’t wake up. 

“I found a path! This time, it will definitely succeed!” 

The bone crown in Origin Ancient Artifact granted Shi Hao endless sharpening while almost making him 

die in the process. However, he was also able to see his own path. 

After all these years, he was always thinking. 

“Emperor ascension, there is a path that can be taken!” 

However, the current situation was extremely terrible. It was because a group of enemies were right 

outside! 

Under this type of situation, a single mistake and Shi Hao would suffer a disaster! 

Perfect World 

Chapter 1977: Endure and Breakthrough 

 “Huang, you can just head on into the afterlife!” 

Kun Di’s voice sounded. Several undying kings surrounded Darkness Willow Deity, preventing him from 

rushing over. Kun Di rushed over with the Immortal Smelting Pot in hand, suppressing forwards. 

He was a giant, right now sweeping through everything. The other immortal kings couldn’t stop him at 

all! 
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For example, the Golden Fur Hou was belated by a palm strike from him until it coughed out large 

mouthfuls of blood. When it wanted to attack, in the end, it was blasted by a strand of immortal 

radiance from the Immortal Smelting Pot, its body breaking in half. It roared while tumbling backwards. 

Kun Di’s magical power was endless, his undying might world shocking. 

Bird Grandpa and Coin Elder immediately began to panic. They frantically fought, rushing forward. They 

endured their heavy injuries, facing the Immortal Smelting Pot head-on. This place erupted with 

brilliance, immortal light surging. 

“Old thing, hand over your life! Do not even think about injuring my brother!” The Heavenly Horned Ant 

roared out, his eyes becoming scarlet red. He charged forward murderously. 

He endured a strike from someone behind him, immediately slaughtering his way forward, trying to stop 

Kun Di. An undying king behind him pierced his body, the hole running from front to back, blood 

radiance dazzling. 

However, this undying king’s arm was also broken by a wave of boundless force, releasing a kacha noise. 

This was the Heavenly Horned Ant, the one with the greatest strength. Even though he suffered serious 

attacks, there would also be a wave of terrifying recoil power. Dao laws and symbols were endless, 

released ferociously. 

Dang! The Heavenly Horned Ant rushed over, smashing into the Immortal Smelting Pot. His arms 

became golden, revealing extreme strength. Natural laws tangled about, terrifying beyond compare. 

It was precisely this attack that didn't hold anything back that stopped the Immortal Smelting Pot. 

Otherwise, it would have definitely harmed Shi Hao, the consequences of this too horrible to imagine. 

However, the Heavenly Horned Ant couldn’t hold on anymore after this strike either. His eyes became 

more and more red, blood rushing out from all seven apertures. His arms were convulsing, bones 

splitting open. 

Kun Di was a giant, his magical force boundless. The weapon he activated, any random strike possessed 

heaven destroying earth shattering power. 

“All of you, get lost! I want to kill Huang, no one can stop me!” Kun Di roared. His head of hair was 

sparkling. His body was skinny and shriveled, but there was a type of unrivaled aura to him. 

His pupils were silver crosses. Blood energy surged, with a raise of his hand, he would be able to destroy 

all life in this world. He struck out forward, wishing to kill Shi Hao. 

Dong! 

The Darkness Willow Deity faced him. After it erupted with power, over ten thousand willow branches 

covered everything densely, bombarding the surrounding enemies, accompanied by darkness lightning, 

sweeping through all sides. 

Its main body rushed over, stopping Kun Di. They were both giants, this type of battle was incredibly 

intense. 



Hong! 

At the limits of the world, immortal might pervaded the air, grandiose and majestic. There were 

immortal kings that descended, rushing over here. 

“Kun Di, cease your insolence!” An elder appeared. Immortal King Qi Yu arrived, a giant, one of Immortal 

Domain’s current most powerful creatures. 

Following at his side were Pan King and Hunyuan Immortal King, as well as others. 

Kun Di glared angrily, his head flickering with silver hair. He held the Immortal Smelting Pot, erupting 

with unmatched power, truly wishing to slaughter his way over. 

However, he knew that he already missed the best timing. Now that his old enemy Qi Yu appeared, it 

was hard for him to act as he pleased here. 

The Heavenly Horned Ant, Golden Fur Hou and the others released a breath of relief. 

Fortunately, Pan King, Hunyuan Immortal King and the others’ movements were swift, immediately 

providing aid after inviting some experts. Otherwise, the consequences would be too horrible to 

contemplate. 

The other immortal kings were also hurrying over one after another. 

“We’re leaving!” 

Kun Di said. In the end, the foreign realm’s undying kings retreated helplessly. 

Even when this battle ended, Shi Hao still didn’t revive. Everyone sensed that there was something 

wrong with him, or else for a world shocking cultivator like him, how could he remain oblivious to all of 

this? 

The giant Qi Yu stepped forward. After carefully examining Shi Hao’s state, he frowned and said, “I do 

not know if it is good or bad. There is darkness power in his body, his flesh in a state of self destruction. 

Apart from this, he seems to be comprehending the dao, in some type of dao comprehension state, 

unable to struggle free.” 

Darkness force? Everyone was shaken. If Huang fell into darkness, then that would be too much of a 

pity! 

At the same time, the dao comprehension of an immortal king, to actually not be able to wake up from 

it, this also signified danger. Some people passed away in this type of meditation just like that. 

This was an immortal king disaster! 

If he couldn’t step over that trial, Huang might just die! 

Not long afterwards, everyone left. 

After that day, the Darkness Willow Deity, Number Two Under Heaven, Ecliptic Immortal Gold Daoist, 

Heavenly Horned Ant and others guarded this place seriously, protecting Shi Hao. 



They knew that Shi Hao arrived at a pivotal moment. If he could make it through, it might be like a brand 

new world for him. If he failed, his body and dao might perish. 

Time passed on slowly, another five thousand years gone. Shi Hao revived, opening his eyes. Divine 

radiance erupted. 

There was a strand of darkness matter wriggling around like a venomous snake between his fingers, but 

it couldn’t chew through his flesh. 

This was an astonishing type of accomplishment. The darkness source actually had no way of effectively 

corroding him. 

At the same time, his eyes became increasingly deep. During these years, he was always pondering over 

his future path, wishing to break his shackles, see the light of emperor ascension. 

Of course, this was what he deduced. As for how things truly were, he still needed to test things out. 

Inside Imperial Court, there were great cheers that sounded. Shi Hao’s awakening made everyone 

release breaths of relief. He didn’t move at all these years, making many people uneasy, shadows 

looming over their minds. 

“Child!” Shi Zhongtian was extremely happy. During these years, he had been extremely worried, fearing 

that his grandson would die. 

Some old friends all came to see him when they heard the news. 

In the end, when they heard that Shi Hao was going to step on the path of emperor ascension again, 

after their initial shock, many people revealed worried expressions. He was still going to continue? Were 

there going to be any dangers to his life? 

“You are going to continue?” Darkness Willow Deity asked. It understood his dao laws, his path. 

Number Two Under Heaven, Ecliptic Immortal Gold Daoist and the others were also worried, advising 

against it, suggesting for him to accumulate for a bit longer before trying again. 

“The things that are deduced might not necessarily be true. There are some exceptional immortal kings 

who thought that they took that step, walking down their own emperor path, but when they truly 

carried it out, they failed at the last step, dying miserably.” 

“Indeed, this type of path is the most dangerous one.” 

“The one who sold fake medicine, the reason why his body was split into six parts, placed within 

immortal medicines, wasn’t this precisely because he forcefully attacked at the emperor path, suffering 

greatly, thus ended up being forced to create the Body Separation Great Method?” 

“Right, the Butcher also previously almost died miserably!” 

They advised against this, having Shi Hao proceed carefully. 

It was because in their eyes, there was no one who could become an emperor in this world. Throughout 

time, all those who reached the pinnacle, regardless of how stunning they were, in the end, their lives 

and blood explained how terrifying this path was. It was clear that this path couldn’t be taken. 



Those who insisted on continuing all died in the end! 

“I believe that there are still paths leading to greater heights in this world. Even if emperor level is not 

reached, it will still be a bit further than immortal king.” Shi Hao said. 

He personally experienced the opening of Origin Ancient Artifact, that bone crown polished from a skull. 

It actually suppressed him to the point of almost dying, this was already enough to explain the issue. 

He wanted to continue, to make a breakthrough. 

In the following three thousand years, Shi Hao sat there, carefully deriving all of his experiences. He 

believed that there would definitely be some type of breakthrough this time. 

“My path is precisely to further perfect my own laws.” Shi Hao said to himself. 

He could now dominate all in his path, his dao skills already at the very peak of Immortal King Realm. 

The reason why he could do this was because he established six great secret realms, truly stepping on 

his own path. 

Now, he wanted to perfect it further, charge into the Emperor Realm. 

Previously, Shi Hao wanted to open up a seventh great secret realm, but he ultimately failed, unable to 

find any way. 

When he was suppressed by the bone crown, almost losing his life in the process, he previously saw that 

sphere of light above his head, the little figure who sat there. It roared with him, continuously being 

suppressed. 

At that time, when pressured to a near death state, he felt that his strength increased somewhat, 

temporarily allowing him to resist the bone crown. 

“Deity Three Feet Above the Head, this isn’t the final point. It should return to its original location, 

become one with me!” 

Shi Hao said. That sphere of light above him could scatter out a rain of light, protect him, make his body 

impervious to all methods. However, this shouldn’t be the final secret realm. 

He felt like this secret realm should ultimately return inside his body. 

However, when he tested things out, truly wishing to merge it in, it left him a bit dispirited. He couldn’t 

do what he wished. 

That sphere of light could be moved, it could be moved into his body, but to truly merge it was too 

difficult. He had no way of carrying it out. 

Huang revived, but didn’t slaughter his way into the foreign realm, this made the group of undying kings 

doubtful. According to what they knew, this up and coming youngster was powerful beyond compare. 

After being attacked by them, he actually didn’t come knocking on their door, this didn’t make sense. 

In reality, Shi Hao was furious. He decided to first attack at the breakthrough, and then unleash a great 

slaughter upon the foreign realm, sweep through all kings, completely settle things. 



If others knew what he was thinking, they would definitely be stupefied. He wanted to directly sweep 

through the foreign realm’s kings? Just how bold was he? 

Shi Hao didn’t have the slightest bit of good impression towards the foreign realm. Those undying kings, 

for the sake of the so-called key seed, had committed crimes far too grave. 

If they only killed cultivators, that was one thing, but they carried out massacres, Anlan even seized Sin 

Province, causing those creatures to all perish, fall into darkness. 

Meanwhile, these were still ‘small scale’ events. In the past, during Immortal Ancient’s battle, almost all 

clans in the Nine Heavens Ten Earths were wiped out, only a portion of creatures avoiding disaster. 

After that battle, that entire world entered a deathly stillness. It was because all normal creatures were 

completely slaughtered. 

Only after experiencing the nurturing of endless years, did this realm recover. 

However, this also created a fragmented age. Heaven and earth were ruined, even immortal ascension 

was impossible, the entire system damaged. Many cultivators couldn’t advance into a higher level. 

Shi Hao walked out from his land of seclusion, roaming about the world, experiencing everything around 

him. He looked towards the sky. This emperor path, could he succeed? 

“I can!” He said incredibly decisively. 

“Cultivation path, this is something all clans pursue, it is only proper for it to be difficult. What great dao 

is there where one can immediately succeed? We need to hack apart the thistles and thorns, to tread on 

a path of blood!” 

Shi Hao’s expression became resolute. He made his decision, preparing to break through. 

“Deity three feet above my head, that is my spirit. It is outside my body, seated above my head. When it 

returns into my body, I will be able to make use of its power, mind and body fusing into one.” 

Shi Hao was going to forcefully head down this path! 

This was a blood-soaked path, not a level road. He had to break new ground, accompanied by a song of 

bitterness. 

That day, after Shi Hao returned, he prepared to forcefully attack at the emperor path, preparing to 

break through the king level! 

“Why are you in such a rush? It is too dangerous! What if Kun Di appears again while you are breaking 

through?” Number Two Under Heaven was worried. 

“You should invite Pan King, Hunyuan Immortal King and the others to help protect you!” The Ecliptic 

Immortal Gold Daoist said. 

“There is no harm. I actually want them to all descend here!” Shi Hao’s eyes were brilliant. 

Then, he began to attack at the limit. He sat in the void, his entire body erupting with endless blood 

energy, starting to tread on his own emperor path. 



Honglong! 

One could see that Shi Hao’s five secet realms began to all shine, producing endless divine chains of 

order. They were densely packed, rushing at that sphere of light swirling above his head. 

This wasn’t a normal touching, but rather merging. That sphere of light ‘spirit’ was going to be merged 

into his body, become one with him. 

Dong! 

It was as if heaven and earth were splitting apart. This world trembled, primal chaos spreading, shaking 

up Immortal Domain. Experts from all sides were shocked, because this activity was too great. 

“What is this little friend doing? This type of power is just too great!” In Immortal Domain, there were 

some immortal kings who were bewildered, watching that area. They all revealed shocked expressions. 

“He wants to become an emperor, break through the king realm!” 

“He is too reckless! If he produces this type of great disturbance, wouldn’t everyone know what he is 

doing?!” An immortal king said with a frown. He felt like Huang was too rash, that this would provoke a 

disaster upon himself. 

If the foreign realm saw this, they would definitely come to stop this! 

When Kun Di heard about this in the foreign realm, his eyes erupted with radiance. “He wants to break 

through? What a joke. Throughout endless time, no one could take that step. He was lucky enough to 

reach where he is today, yet he still vainly wishes to become an unmatched emperor? We will pay him a 

visit and send him back into reincarnation!” 

However, he quickly frowned. “Don’t tell me Immortal Domain is purposely baiting us?” 

“No, Huang really is breaking through. His entire body is covered in blood, about to cripple himself!” An 

undying king said positively. 

“Alright, gather our troops. We are going to kill Huang! Invite Wu Shang, Invite the Demonic Cattail Tree, 

we are heading out together!” Kun Di said. 

When the experts on the side heard this, their expressions all changed. Who was Wu Shang? He was an 

ancient undying king with Magical Immunity, his power unmatched. This was someone who couldn’t be 

defeated. 

The Demonic Cattail Tree’s reputation even more so shocked all realms, everyone under heaven 

knowing about it. 

“What? The Demonic Cattail Tree was still alive? Didn’t it fall in the battle of Immortal Ancient?” 

Someone said in shock, clearly confused. 

“In the Age of Emperor Collapse, there was someone who refined a batch of unmatched immortal pills. 

My realm previously dominated the world, obtained many treasures, discovering one of these pills, 

using it to rescue the Demonic Cattail Tree.” Kun Di said with a cold and deep voice. 



“Alright. Now that the giants have all gathered, even if Huang advances a step further, he still has no 

chance of surviving, let alone that he doesn’t have any chance of succeeding!” 

“Let’s go to Realm Sea, contact those two dao friends, have them come with us and aid us in killing 

Huang!” Kun Di said coldly. 

Everyone shivered inwardly. The dao friends Kun Di spoke of were definitely giants, or else how could he 

be on equal footing with them? This type of power, wouldn’t it be enough to overtake all of Immortal 

Domain? 

“Huang is dead for sure!” 

The undying kings were sure that this time, rivers of blood were going to flow through Immortal 

Domain. 

In the depths of Immortal Domain, inside Guidance Ancient Palace, the nine-headed monster opened its 

eyes, its expression cold. “He wants to break through? Let’s go, we are also going to take a look!” 

Immortal Domain was going to experience great chaos. Experts were gathering from all sides, all of them 

wishing to take action against Huang! 

Perfect World 

Chapter 1978: - Enemies At All Sides 

The depths of the starry skies. 

This was the border region of the cosmos, extremely desolate and also extremely cold. There were no 

clans residing here, or else they would most likely suffer a great disaster today! 

Shi Hao was seated in the endless cosmos. In his surroundings, blood radiance rushed out streak after 

streak, waves surging like a sea, rising and falling, beating against the stars. 

This was a type of terrifying scene. The cosmos’ sea of stars were shaking, space cracking apart, black 

holes caving in. The entire world seemed as if it was going to be destroyed. 

However, under the aura of destruction, there was also an exuberant wave of life force that spread like 

ripples. They fixed the stars in place, restoring the broken cosmos. 

Shi Hao was breaking through the limit, divine light was released from his body, releasing endless blood 

energy. He could destroy this starry sky and could also nurture all things. 

Above his head, a sphere of dazzling light appeared, burning there. Some great stars in the distance 

even melted, turning into liquid and then the entire cosmos shrouded in the darkness exploded. 

This scene was too terrifying, too strange. 

There were currently shocking changes taking place on Shi Hao’s head. A sphere of resplendent light 

shone, flames raging, simply about to burn down the heavens. 

In reality, these weren’t flames but great dao runes. They jumped about, surging, wrapping around a 

fist-sized little figure, illuminating all things in the heavens. 
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Chains extended from Shi Hao’s body one after another, binding around the little figure, wishing to pull 

him into his body. Radiance overflowed between them, clashing with each other. 

This wasn’t a normal type of tangling, but rather merging! 

Bo! 

Above Shi Hao’s head, that little figure struggled. It snapped chains of order one after another, making 

Shi Hao’s great chains of order all tremble, his body starting to crack. 

Streak after streak of blood appeared on the surface of his body. In the end, even his hair was drenched, 

soaked through by blood. 

This was an extremely bloody process, a process filled with killing intent. Shi Hao forcefully merged with 

his own spirit, but the two still continuously resisted and clashed with each other. 

The path of cultivators was precisely to go against the norm, full of dangers to begin with. He didn’t have 

a choice. After taking that step, he couldn’t go back, he had to continue forward. Perhaps he would 

become an emperor, from this, a wide sea and an endless sky would open up, but if he failed, then his 

body and spirit would perish. 

“Too powerful, so this is Huang? The blood energy that spills out is enough to even make immortal kings 

tremble!” 

In the distance, there were people who spoke quietly, secretly watching everything. 

“However, doing things like this is too dangerous. Why do I feel like his dao is rippling, body unstable, 

that there is danger to his life?” 

“Is that what he calls the deity?” 

They were all immortal kings, guarding this place. When they learned that Shi Hao was attacking at the 

king breakthrough point, they had no choice but to move out, watch this place carefully. 

Pan King and Hunyuan Immortal King made big moves, inviting the other kings for assistance. They 

watched over this place to prevent the sudden attack of the foreign realm’s Kun Di and others, wishing 

to stop them from slaughtering Shi Hao, ending his emperor path like this. 

“This youngster really isn’t simple. Establishing his own system, is this precisely his path? It is different 

from ours!” The giant Qi Yu said. 

He had lived for an extremely long amount of time, what kind of geniuses hasn’t he met before? He 

himself was the leading figure of a great era. However, he still couldn’t help but sigh. Huang was too 

stunning! 

He had never met such a powerful youngster, surpassing all those before him, making even a living fossil 

like him feel admiration. 

Inside Immortal Domain, all kings moved. They were all world shocking individuals. Right now, they were 

scattered about, hiding in the darkness, watching this resplendent youngster’s figure. 

“Can he really succeed?” Someone said to himself. 



“If he fails, he will most likely completely perish. It is too much of a pity. He is still so young, his talent is 

world shocking.” An expert said with a light sigh. 

Number Two Under Heaven, Heavenly Horned Ant, Ecliptic Immortal Gold Daoist and others were 

worried. They could all tell that Shi Hao reached the crucial point, while they couldn’t do much to help 

him. 

Imperial Court was strictly restricted by Shi Hao, not allowed to approach this place. In reality, he 

already made arrangements before he attempted the breakthrough, to have all of them remain far 

away, all of them moving to the cosmos ruled by other immortal kings. 

It was because this place was doomed to erupt into chaos, a crazy storm was going to stir about here! 

Only immortal king level creatures could participate, others would only die tragically. 

In the darkness, a white tiger appeared. It was an immortal king level existence, its power great. 

However right now, it was actually carrying an expert, serving as the mount of another. 

The nine-headed monster appeared. He was a peak level giant, sitting on this white tiger. His eyes were 

cold, carrying darkness aura, staring at Huang in the very depths of the cosmos! 

Behind him here were some other creatures, all of them immortal kings from Guidance Ancient Palace. 

They arrived, but didn’t immediately take action. 

“You are quite strong, but what qualifications do you have to believe you can become an emperor? I 

wonder if I can collect your corpse today!” The nine-headed monster said coldly, a wave of killing intent 

pervading outwards. 

In Realm Sea, there was a mysterious creature seated on a lonely island, not moving at all, as if it died in 

a seated posture. In front of him was a glistening yellow gourd. 

If the experts of Burial Realm saw this, they would definitely be alarmed. Back then, Burial Region had a 

large area that collapsed, this calamity caused precisely by a yellow gourd wielding expert. 

“Senior, I came to invite you to take action on Kun Di’s orders.” Someone said, cautiously speaking. 

After a long time had passed, this person finally opened his eyes. He had a head of gray hair, even his 

eyes ash gray, carrying a terrifying world eradication aura that seemed to be able to penetrate the soul. 

“Huang actually wishes to break through the king level and become an emperor? How laughable. You all 

even believe this type of thing? Just let him seek his own death!” He said coldly. 

“Senior Ju Chong, this person is quite special, it is better to be safe than sorry! I must ask your respected 

self to take action, suppress and kill him together with us. Apart from this, he also revived from Burial 

Earth. In the past, when you broke apart Burial Earth, he was precisely there. It is the same as sharing 

karma that isn’t small with you.” The foreign realm cultivator advised. 

Ju Chong suddenly raised his head, his gray pupils releasing terrifying radiance, staring into the void. 

Then, he got up. “We’re going!” 



Similar things were happening on another lonely island. There was a middle-aged man who had his back 

towards Realm Sea, standing there, not moving at all, just like a statue. 

At his side was a snow-white long blade. It seemed to be condensed from a starry stream, killing intent 

overflowing into the heavens. 

“Blade King, didn’t your respected self say you are going to enter Immortal Domain?” Someone else 

asked. 

In the end, this expert named Blade King turned around, extremely calm, his steps heavy, walking out 

from the sea, hurrying towards the distant Immortal Domain. 

There were many individuals from the foreign realm who moved, already heading on their way. 

Kun Di arrived, staring at the cosmos before him. He saw Huang’s miserable state, how his entire body 

was covered in blood, flesh about to split apart, yet was still frantically trying to break through. 

“Heh, truly laughable! He is actually really trying to become an emperor! Overestimating his abilities!” 

Kun Di said coldly. 

“These people who follow the path to their own doom, there is no need for us to even take action. The 

heavens will reap his life.” The undying king giant Wu Shang said. 

“Merely a younger generation, why is there a need to say so much? Just kill him!” One person spoke, his 

figure tall, white specks of radiance fluttering around him. He was the Demonic Cattail Tree, now 

reappearing in this world. 

Soon afterwards, two great giants from Realm Sea also arrived. One held a glistening yellow gourd, 

another carried a dazzling white heavenly blade, descending upon this place. 

These two didn’t hide anything, directly slaughtering their way over like this, making Immortal Domain’s 

kings all shiver inwardly. 

“This is bad, two great experts have descended here, the situation doesn’t look good!” Immortal 

Domain’s giant Qi Yu said with a sunken voice. 

Others might not know, but how could he not understand clearly? That expert who held the glistening 

yellow gourd was named Ju Chong, someone who had suffered serious damage after facing the Chicken 

Farmer, but ultimately survived. This type of figure was definitely terrifying! 

“This is bad, things are now extremely troublesome!” Qi Yu released another sigh. 

Apart from giants, there were also fallen immortal kings and undying kings, all of them gathering here. 

Their eyes were cold, all of them the most powerful figures of a period of time. 

Now, they all allied together, descending just like that! 

“Huang vainly wishes to become an emperor? He really doesn’t know the height and depths of heaven 

and earth. Seeing how you are already covered in blood, pretty much half crippled, this old one will lend 

you a helping hand, let you just pass on!” 



At this time, an undying king spoke. While speaking, he already made a move. In his hand was a silver 

hammer that erupted with thunder radiance. 

He was like a god of thunder, smashing forward, suddenly taking action, his movements extremely fast. 

In reality, when his words sounded, everyone already moved out to attack Shi Hao. 

“You all dare?!” In Immortal Domain, someone shouted out, wishing to stop this. 

However, Shi Hao’s reaction was also fast enough. He suddenly opened his eyes. Even though his body 

was covered in blood and in cracks, his own situation terrible, he still possessed powerful might. 

Dang! 

Shi Hao’s bare hands reached out, striking the silver hammer, making it ring with weng weng noises. The 

immortal king artifact grew dim and then it cracked apart. 

Everyone was horrified. What kind of power was this? 

Peng! 

In that instant, Shi Hao turned his hand around, releasing a palm, smashing forward, erupting with world 

shocking might, shaking up that undying king until he immediately coughed out a mouthful of blood, his 

entire body flying out. 

This left them shocked. Wasn’t Huang trying to break through? He should have been extremely focused, 

how could he still spare some of his attention to deal with the things around him? 

Last time, when he was in seclusion, he didn’t move at all, almost killed in the process. However, this 

time, it was entirely different. 

That undying king released a strange cry, flying outwards. 

Roar! 

The Heavenly Horned Ant released a great roar, directly throwing himself over. His entire body erupted 

with golden brilliance. He was the one with extreme strength, his fist imprint incomparable, strength 

horrifyingly great. 

“Just a trifling human clan junior, yet you dare try to break through the king level? You overestimate 

yourself! I will send you into the afterlife with a single blade!” 

Finally, the giant from Realm Sea took action. 

With a shua sound, a dazzling white streak of blade radiance swept out. The universe was breaking 

apart, heaven and earth were cut. That scene was too horrifying, the endless blade radiance crushing 

the starry skies. 

The kings were all alarmed! 

His blade hacked towards Shi Hao, at the same time attacking the immortal kings that were still lurking 

in the darkness. It was unstoppable, the dazzling blade energy about to completely annihilate 

everything. 



“You dare?!” 

Immortal King giant Qi Yu took action. He activated his magical artifact, facing this dazzling white 

heavenly blade. He was the only one who could stop this strike, if it was anyone else, they wouldn’t be a 

match. 

Dang! 

The blade radiance was endless, splashing out. The cosmos collapsed, black holes were erased from 

existence. The scene here was too terrifying. 

Fortunately, all those that were here were kings. If it were creatures of a different level, their bodies and 

spirits would have been directly erased, unable to stop these shockwaves. 

“Heh heh…” Someone was laughing in an extremely ostentatious manner, domineering as he walked 

forward. 

The Demonic Cattail Tree appeared. He was tall and sturdy, his hair disheveled. A palm struck forward, 

making the world split apart, ghosts weep and deities howl. Unrivaled magical force surged forward. 

This palm looked simple, but the power was too great. 

Pu! 

There was immediately an immortal king who tried to stop him, but ended up being blasted until he 

coughed out blood, staggering backwards, his body continuously trembling. He suffered an intense great 

dao rebound. 

“Who can stop me? I wish to kill Huang, who can stand in my way?” The Demonic Cattail Tree roared 

out. He previously fell in Immortal Ancient, but a portion of his primordial spirit imprints escaped 

disaster. 

Moreover, the foreign realm always preserved his essence blood, which was why when they discovered 

that unmatched immortal pill from the Age of Emperor Collapse, they immediately revived him. 

Demonic Cattail Tree, in the past, he had world shocking talent. 

Shi Hao still sat there, coldly looking towards him. “In the battle of Immortal Ancient, weren’t you 

directly killed by someone? Why are you behaving arrogantly now?” 

This was ruthless mockery. 

The Demonic Cattail Tree roared out, the sky was covered in snow-white seeds, the shining specks like 

dandelions. They were formed through great dao symbols, now blossoming, pouring down. 

“Kill!” 

There were immortal kings who moved together in Immortal Domain, slaughtering their way towards 

the Demonic Cattail Tree. 

“Who can stop me?” The Demonic Cattail Tree roared out. He had previously died in Immortal Ancient 

Great Era. Now, its chest always had a wave of viciousness, extremely aggressive and bloodthirsty. 



Dong! 

Shi Hao didn’t have any words to say, directly releasing a fist imprint, smashing it towards the Demonic 

Cattail Tree. 

An intense clash of power rippled out. Shi Hao’s fist imprint shook the heavens above and earth below, 

making the Demonic Cattail Tree’s expression change greatly. This world actually had such a terrifying 

youngster. 

“Interesting. They made their moves this quickly?” Over by Guidance Ancient Palace’s side, the nine-

headed monster revealed a cold smile, staring at the battlefield. 

Hong! 

Immediately afterwards, Kun Di moved. He held the Immortal Smelting Pot in hand, immediately 

slaughtering his way over, wishing to personally end Huang. He definitely couldn’t let him become more 

powerful. 

The cosmos collapsed. That Immortal Smelting Pot intimidated the world, flowing with chaotic brilliance, 

releasing terrifying strength. 

Dang! 

All immortal king weapons were scattered outwards. 

Even though Shi Hao was still seated there, he had no choice but to seriously face this attack. 

Intense battles, terrifying collisions, all of this erupted at this time. 

“Huang, I believe that all of these people coming to kill you is already more than required. It is because I 

know that you cannot succeed, unable to take that step.” Ju Chong spoke. 

He held a glistening yellow gourd in hand, carrying unmatched might as he arrived from above. When he 

got closer, he decisively took action against Shi Hao, saying, “Suppress and kill!” 

“Kill!” 

The foreign realm’s kings all moved, attacking together. 

Immortal Domain’s kings all moved as well, facing these creatures. 

“Huang, hand over your life!” A glistening yellow gourd flew over, smashing towards Shi Hao! 

Perfect World 

Chapter 1979: - Attacking At Emperor Breakthrough 

- Attacking At Emperor Breakthrough 

Ju Chong finally took action. This was a giant from Realm Sea, someone who previously destroyed a part 

of Burial Earth, unstoppable. He activated his glistening yellow gourd just like that, suppressing towards 

Shi Hao. 
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Up ahead, many great immortal kings took action, trying to stop this gourd. This great dao magical 

artifact contained endless power. 

Peng! 

However, the first immortal king was struck until half his body shattered, flying out, his blood scattering 

across the starry domain. When this gourd rushed out, not even an immortal king could withstand that 

type of power. 

Pu! 

When the second immortal king tried to stand in its path, the gourd released a streak of scarlet 

multicolored light from its mouth. It was like bloody light, condensing into a sword core. It removed that 

immortal king’s head just like that. 

Ah… 

That immortal king cried out, his primordial spirit struggling free. It carried essence blood, fleeing into 

the distance, finally avoiding having his primordial spirit hacked up by that sword. 

When Ju Chong displayed power, it was too crazy. His magical artifact was unstoppable, no one in the 

way able to stop him. 

The glistening yellow gourd descended from above just like that, smashing towards Shi Hao’s head. 

Meanwhile, at this time, the Demonic Cattail Tree, Kun Di and others were all displaying their 

techniques, launching the most powerful attacks against Shi Hao. The situation was extremely dire. 

If Ju Chong also joined in here, the consequences would be extremely terrible. 

Roar! 

Number Two Under Heaven roared, displaying its original body. Its massive body was covered in scales. 

It moved its massive wings, its body that was powerful beyond compare facing the yellow gourd. 

Dong! 

Dazzling light erupted between the two, complicated symbols flickering about. Large amounts of 

immortal patterns interweaved, constructing an immortal king level domain. A great collision erupted. 

With a honglong sound, Number Two Under Heaven’s body was smashed until it was covered in blood, 

its shining scales falling in large amounts. Its entire body was covered in blood, a claw even becoming 

tattered, revealing splinters. It was blasted flying. 

Hong! 

At this time, Shi Hao’s body trembled greatly. It was because his six great secret realms shone at the 

same time, pulling the ‘deity’ that was three feet above his head down a bit, triggering an intense clash. 

Blood dripped down from Shi Hao’s brows, his four limbs splitting apart, the great dragon vertebra 

releasing ka ka sounds, as if it was going to snap. His six great secret realms were shaking greatly, as if 

they were going to be destroyed. 



How could this be a good sign? At the crucial moment, his body was displaying such shocking changes, it 

might easily result in a disaster! 

“Heh, haha…” Undying kings laughed coldly, approaching one after the other, attacking fiercely. 

The various experts of Immortal Domain all took action, stopping them. 

However, Immortal Domain’s giants weren’t enough compared to the foreign realm’s side. Kun Di 

brought over two great giants from Realm Sea, creating a powerful intimidation force. 

Immortal Domain’s giant Qi Yu stopped Blade King. That snow-white blade energy was vast and 

boundless, covering the old immortal king, forcing him to be completely focused on this, powerless to 

provide aid to anywhere else. 

“Huang, what genius, what young overlord? You actually vainly wish to become an emperor? I will help 

you with this absurd dreaming!” The Demonic Cattail Tree was full of killing intent, rushing murderously 

at Shi Hao. 

Dong! 

Darkness Willow Deity took action, stopping him. Both of them were plant type kings, entering an 

unmatched domain. Now, they faced each other, erupting into an intense great battle. 

The black branches were like divine chains of order that could pierce through everything. However, the 

Demonic Cattail Tree’s attacks were too strange, dandelion-like seeds covering the skies, great dao 

symbols covering the endless sky and heavens. This was a world shocking great battle. 

“Heh, if this one wants you to die today, do you still think you can live?!” Kun Di said coldly, carrying an 

incredibly callous expression. He held the Immortal Smelting Pot, smashing it over again. 

Hong! 

Shi Hao released a low roar. That little figure above him was being pulled down, several great secret 

realms shining, pulling at it. With a weng sound, it descended another foot. 

During this process, Shi Hao’s soul cracked apart, his body was covered in scars and blood, his 

complexion pale like paper. 

Dong! 

Shi Hao swung out his hand, hacking into the Immortal Smelting Pot, making it tremble intensely, fly out 

backwards. 

“Huang, you still want to live? Just hand over your head!” Kun Di said with a low voice. His head of silver 

hair all stood on end, his pupils becoming terrifying crosses. His hands formed magical imprints, 

smashing forward viciously. Meanwhile, the Immortal Smelting Pot was activated, erupting with endless 

streaks of divine brilliance. 

Dong! 

Shi Hao’s body swayed back and forth, the bones in his body releasing pi pa noises, as if it was going to 

break apart. 



On the other side, the Heavenly Horned Ant and the others felt as if their eye sockets were going to split 

apart. All of them wanted to provide help, but they were completely powerless. 

It was because Ju Chong was unstoppable. He activated the yellow gourd, blasting them until their 

bodies were broken, coughing out blood and flying outwards. There were immortal kings who almost 

died miserable deaths. 

Number Two Under Heaven had a wing that was directly torn off by Ju Chong. 

Things were already like this, Immortal Domain’s situation was critical. 

Darkness Willow Deity faced the Demonic Cattail Tree and Immortal Domain’s giant Qi Yu faced Realm 

Sea’s Blade King, while the owner of the yellow gourd Ju Chong swept through immortal kings, getting 

closer to Shi Hao. Meanwhile, Kun Di was already starting to face Shi Hao in a great battle. 

Apart from this, there was still Wu Shang in the distance, the nine-headed monster also lurking on the 

side, watching with a cold expression. 

If these six great giants worked together, who could contend against them? 

Hong! 

Fortunately, Immortal Domain also had hiding old monsters. In summary, there was a balance with the 

foreign realm. A giant appeared, facing Kun Di, stopping him from attacking Shi Hao. 

However, the owner of the yellow gourd arrived, attacking Shi Hao continuously. The situation was still 

dire. 

As for the other immortal kings and undying kings, they had long engaged in slaughter. King blood 

splashed out, the scene incredibly bitter. 

“Heh, it’s time to end things. Huang, I am going to send you to the afterlife!” 

At this time, the undying king Wu Shang finally took action. He carried a bronze great halberd, sending it 

down towards Shi Hao. No one could stop him. 

It was because all of the immortal kings were preoccupied with their enemies. Right now, Wu Shang 

possessed the strangest natural divine ability, Magical Force Immunity, this was basically a fatal threat. 

Symbols, precious techniques and other things erupted, but they were all erased before his body, 

unable to injure him. 

“Just a trifling junior, yet you still dare claim sovereignty? Die!” Wu Shang roared. The bronze war 

halberd flickered with radiance, descending towards Shi Hao’s head, wishing to cleave open his ‘deity’. 

The deity three foot above his head already descended one feet, only two feet from Shi Hao’s head. 

Roar! 

Shi Hao raised his head. He released a great roar, his hair dishevelled. He erupted with incomparable 

terrifying power. That little figure above his head also released a roar towards the heavens, moreover 

smashing out a fist imprint. 



Dang! 

Wu Shang’s great halberd was blasted apart, the halberd blade dazzling white, tearing through the 

cosmos. The killing intent spread everywhere, making the immortal kings all feel a wave of coldness. 

This killing power was too shocking! 

En? 

Wu Shang was shocked. He clearly saw that what the little figure smashed out with were great dao 

symbols, actually effective against him, blasting aside the bronze great halberd. 

“Huang, you are dead for sure!” 

Right at this time, a roar sounded again from the distance. In Realm Sea, there was a group of troops 

who hurried over. Even though the one in the lead wasn’t a giant, he already wasn’t far from that level. 

The most crucial thing was that he brought some fallen kings with him. This was a wave of terrifying 

power, coming to attack Immortal Domain. It immediately shattered this balance that was already 

incredibly bad. 

If it was a normal situation, then that was that, since there were invasions from Realm Sea many times 

already. In the past, Immortal Domain could deal with them, but now, it was a critical situation. It was 

extremely dangerous. 

With this wave of power added, Immortal Domain’s side was completely at a disadvantage, attacked 

until king blood splashed out. There were immediately people whose bodies were blasted to pieces, 

only their primordial spirits escaping. 

This was extremely bitter. Even though immortal kings were difficult to kill, able to reconstruct their 

bodies again, this one-sided great battle still made one shiver in fear. Everyone could sense that the 

situation was extremely bad. 

“Where are my Immortal Domain’s giants? Aren’t there more? Why aren’t they here?!” Someone roared 

out. 

“They went into Realm Sea to contact the giants who left our realm, hoping to bring them back!” 

The timing was extremely bad. Several thousand years ago, there were giants who entered Realm Sea to 

search for traces of ancient unrivaled experts, hoping to be able to bring them back. 

It was because the great battles were getting more and more terrifying, they were worried that they 

wouldn’t be able to protect Immortal Domain. 

“Heh, this old one has come as well!” The hidden nine-headed monster finally made his move, 

controlling the white tiger, coldly making his appearance. He led the darkness kings here. 

Hong! 

He took action against Huang, even all those who were trying to protect Shi Hao were included in this 

attack. 



The Ecliptic Immortal Gold Daoist dripped out blood. Even though his body was sturdy and imperishable, 

right now, it still produced cracks, almost breaking apart from the nine-headed monster’s attacks. 

One could see just how terrifying this expert was. Back then, he fought with Shi Hao until both sides 

suffered, this wasn’t without reason. He was even stronger than Kun Di. 

He had already been watching this battle for a long time. Only now that he saw the greater situation was 

already set, did he appear to avoid anything unexpected from happening, wishing to end Shi Hao’s life 

early. 

When this type of power joined, Immortal Domain’s kings were immediately blasted aside, even the 

primordial spirits of these kings were suppressed. 

It was a crushing defeat! 

“Nine-headed monster, you were defeated by Huang before, lowering your head then, wishing to 

mediate things. Now, you are actually this two-faced! Hateful!” The Heavenly Horned Ant berated. 

The nine-headed monster released a cold snort, his face carrying disdain. He turned around to look 

towards Shi Hao. “You want to become an emperor? How laughable. Do you think anyone can do this? 

Just go to hell!” 

Pu! 

At this time, even Immortal Domain’s giant Qi Yu was seriously injured, hacked into by Blade King’s 

strike. An arm fell off, dripping with blood, flying outwards. 

It wasn’t that he wasn’t strong enough, but rather that he was surrounded by enemies from all sides. 

There were kings who took action against him one after another. Together with the unmatched blade 

radiance of a giant being too sharp, he ended up suffering. 

Kacha! 

Darkness Willow Deity also suffered serious injuries. At this time, the sky was covered in dandelion 

seeds, glistening yellow gourds, dazzling white blade radiance and other things that suppressed towards 

him, making many black branches fall, the entire tree body becoming dim. 

Hong! 

Immortal Domain’s other giant was also wounded, backing up. 

There were too many enemies, all of them surrounding Shi Hao, crazily taking action, surrounding this 

place. This was to deal the final blow! Many people sighed, closing their eyes. 

It wasn’t that they didn’t want to provide help, but rather that the current situation left them in despair. 

With so many giants here, who could stop them? 

“Huang, you still vainly want to become an emperor? It is time for you to die!” Kun Di shouted. 

“Heh, what a joke. You want to become an emperor? This is your ending.” The Demonic Cattail Tree’s 

voice was cold. 



“Die!” 

Ju Chong took action. The glistening yellow gourd directly descended, smashing towards Shi Hao’s head. 

Weng! 

At this time, the void trembled. Shi Hao sat on the ground, symbols lighting up one after another, 

incomparably resplendent, wrapping around him. 

“En?” The kings were all shocked, quickly backing up, worried that they would be caught up in this killing 

trap. 

In the end, they discovered that the formation didn’t target them, but instead covered Shi Hao. 

“Just a trifling defense formation, yet you want to stop all of us? Die!” Wu Shang shouted. He also raised 

the bronze great halberd, hacking forward, releasing unmatched magical force. 

At this time, the kings all took action, wishing to suppress and kill Shi Hao, turn him into ashes, forever 

end any potential future disasters. 

Weng! 

The magical formation was strange. It continuously rumbled, merging everyone’s strength toward Shi 

Hao, surrounding him within. 

All of the power gathered towards that little figure above his head. 

“Yi, he still didn’t explode to death, still alive. Everyone, please take action together, break this 

formation. Huang’s death is at hand!” Kun Di roared out. 

He was worried that something unexpected would happen. 

Honglong! 

Endless symbol radiance shone from all sides, all of it gathering towards the center, suppressing and 

attacking Shi Hao. 

“What a huge move. This formation contains Five Elements Immortal Gold, Darkness Immortal Gold, 

Radiant Immortal Gold, Seven-Colored Immortal Gold, Void Immortal Gold… everything is here! Even a 

normal immortal king can’t do anything to it.” 

Kun Di said with a sigh. 

Honglong! 

All of the power suppressed together, merging into the formation, making Shi Hao erupt with sky 

shocking brilliance. 

“Merge, it is precisely at this moment!” 

Shi Hao roared out. His head of hair all stood up, his body dripping out blood. He pulled the power of the 

kings into the formation, using it to refine his body. 



He previously carried out endless derivations. If he tried to merge the primordial spirit in a safe and 

routine manner, it would take who knew how many years, moreover not necessarily succeeding. 

In the end, he decided to draw in the greatest power from above into a formation, borrowing external 

force to help him merge, temper his body and spirit in this way. 

Of course, this was also extremely risky, because this type of change was too intense, easily resulting in 

him exploding to pieces, becoming blood and bones. 

It was just like a silkworm’s transformation, the transformation process of becoming a butterfly, it had 

to be carried out slowly. 

Meanwhile, he was carrying it out forcefully, basically tearing apart the cocoon early. A single mistake 

and he wouldn’t be able to become a butterfly, instead dying ahead of time. 

Sure enough, endless power was guided over. While forcefully being merged, his body broke apart into 

pieces. Then, even that little figure above his head cracked apart. 

Shi Hao didn’t hesitate in the slightest, directly devouring a stalk of long life medicine to recover his 

wounded body. 

Pu! 

However, the terrifying transformation continued. His body was still recovering, yet it was blasted to 

pieces inch by inch again, even his bones exploding. 

He clenched his teeth, devouring an unrivalled pill medicine made from Three Life Medicine, stabilizing 

his primordial spirit, nurturing his flesh. This was a miraculous medicine that could even revive a 

deceased immortal king, its uses too great. 

Hong! 

That little figure above Shi Hao’s head was suppressed by incomparable power, forcefully being merged 

into the flesh. It descended from above, gradually entering his head. 

Ah… 

Shi Hao roared out. His hair was dishevelled, body covered in blood. His body suffered unimaginable 

serious injuries. Even though he had immortal medicines and the miraculous pill made from Three Life 

Medicine, he still suffered greatly. 

However, at this moment, he succeeded. At the very least, he merged that little figure above his head 

into his body. 

This was just as he deduced, the transformation too intense. He couldn’t endure it, his body and spirit 

collapsing, ready to explode at any time. 

Apart from this, his body surged with unmatched power, pervading the air, released from his body. 

Inside Shi Hao’s body, unmatched immortal flames surged. He used the True Phoenix Undying 

Technique, carrying out a rebirth here. Resplendent force was released, the radiance overflowing. 



He almost exploded, body and spirit destroyed, but he held on, preventing his condition from 

worsening, temporarily stabilizing himself. 

Kacha! 

That Immortal Gold formation exploded. 

Everyone was stunned. Even this kind of terrifying power couldn’t kill Shi Hao! According to their 

speculations, he should have exploded on the spot, having his body and spirit erased. 

“So what if you could survive the first wave of attacks? Kill him now! The formation has already been 

destroyed, how else can he protect himself?!” The Demonic Cattail Tree roared out. 

Now, everyone could see that something wasn’t right. The power Huang released was too terrifying. 

After that little figure entered his body, his entire body shone, the power impossible to stare directly at. 

“You want to kill me?” Shi Hao’s entire body was covered in blood, there were many cracks on the 

surface of his body. However, despite this being the case, when he stood back up, the pressure he gave 

off was still suffocating. 

Hong! 

Shi Hao attacked, a fist smashing out. The great dao sounds were deafening, the cosmos even trembling 

in response, groaning. 

Pu! 

That fist the Demonic Cattail Tree smashed out was blasted aside by Shi Hao’s fist imprint. It became 

bloody, his white bones visible. 

Then, his fist imprint shook again. The Demonic Cattail Tree released a loud cry, his entire arm hacked 

off by the light released from Shi Hao’s fist imprint, this scene horrifying to the extreme. 

Chi! 

A streak of blade radiance swept over. Blade King suddenly attacked, slicing at Shi Hao’s head, wishing 

to hack it open. 

Dang! 

Shi Hao condensed a fist imprint, directly facing it. It was unstoppable, blocking this immortal king 

artifact. At the same time, following a light tremble from his fist, a kacha noise sounded. That 

unmatched blade broke apart just like that, directly broken into three pieces by Shi Hao! 

At this moment, everyone was horrified! 

Under everyone’s shocked gazes, Shi Hao suddenly advanced. He grabbed Blade King, hacking down a 

palm blade, scattering the unmatched blade intent the other party’s body gave off and then removed his 

head. Blood gushed into the heavens. 

Roar! 



Shi Hao released a great roar, as if an unrivaled demon king was roaring. His hair was dishevelled, killing 

intent overflowing into the heavens. His body moved like a specter, arriving in front of Kun Di’s face. 

After just a single clash, one of Kun Di’s arms was ripped off. 

This scene left everyone here shocked. Just what kind of transformation did Huang undergo? He could 

actually easily tear his enemies apart like this! 
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In that instant, Shi Hao wounded three giants. Just how terrifying was this strength? In the surroundings, 

all of the undying kings and fallen immortal kings were stunned, every single one of them shocked. 

Kun Di backed up, clutching his arm wound, his face covered in shock. 

The Demonic Cattail Tree moved to the side, half his body covered in blood, completely stunned. 

Blade King suffered the most, having his heavenly blade snapped by Shi Hao and his body’s head 

removed, his blood scattering everywhere, only having a corpse left in the world. 

Blade King’s head was clutched in Shi Hao’s hand, his primordial spirit unable to even flee, trapped 

within the head. 

“Huang, you…” Blade King was shocked and furious, at the same time feeling horror. Just what kind of 

identity did he have? He warped and weaved through Realm Sea, known as a giant, yet his head was 

actually removed, carried in such a humiliating manner. 

For him, this was an unimaginable great matter. His scalp felt numb, feeling a wave of shock. Huang’s 

strength was this powerful? 

If he knew it was going to be like this, he definitely wouldn’t have taken action. Facing this kind of 

terrifying figure was too foolish. 

However, were there creatures with this kind of power in this world? This level of power exceeded the 

limit, it shouldn’t have appeared. Even the Butcher, Chicken Farmer and others... did they have these 

types of methods? 

Blade King was horrified. Could it be that Huang really broke through the Immortal King Realm, stepped 

on the emperor path? 

“Huang, you… succeeded?!” His voice was even shaking. 

“Noisy!” Shi Hao said coldly. 

Then, with a pu sound, Blade King’s head was turned into a blast of bloody mist, blasted apart. A streak 

of primordial spirit light rushed out, trying to escape. 

However, at this step, could he still escape? 
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Shi Hao’s five fingers unfolded. Five streaks of divine rainbows flew out, restricting heaven and earth, 

locking him down there. Then, his head was directly thrown into his lightning dao law pool. 

A giant was suppressed and killed just like that. 

In the surroundings, this place was dead silent. This scene was just too shocking! The battle had just 

begun, yet there was already this result. 

“In these endless sky domains, the laws are endless. My dao flourishes forever!” The Demonic Cattail 

Tree roared out, shattering the silence. He went crazy, white cotton wadding appearing all around his 

surroundings. 

If even a single one of the dandelion seeds took root, they could destroy stellar rivers. These were the 

Demonic Cattail Tree’s methods, able to absorb the dao fruits of enemies, their essence energy. 

Hong! 

Heaven and earth collapsed. The dandelion seeds turned into great dao symbols, cutting apart the 

cosmos, appearing everywhere. It drowned out the place Shi Hao was at, forcefully suppressing him. 

The Demonic Cattail Tree was a giant. He used his ultimate divine ability, every single snow-white seed 

containing a strand of his essence blood. He was now going all out. 

It was because he already sensed this youngster’s terror. Perhaps he might truly break through the king 

realm! Otherwise, how could there be such a powerful creature? 

Just a simple clash could kill giants! This exceeded divine legends, making him a creature on a whole 

different level. 

Hong! 

The surface of Shi Hao’s body erupted with raging flames, burning fiercely, just too resplendent. It 

burned the void until it collapsed. The cosmos was crying out, trembling, warping and twisting. 

These were unmatched immortal flames. All of the floating dandelion seeds that came into contact with 

the surface of his body were completely ignited. Even if they turned into great dao symbols, they still 

erupted, flames overflowing into the heavens. 

“Emperor path, you… truly broke through the Immortal King Realm!” The Demonic Cattail Tree roared 

out. 

His face was completely pale, his tall and sturdy figure backing up, staggering. He could sense that his 

essence blood was gone forever, devoured by that fiery light. 

The essence blood of a giant, how could it be that easily destroyed? This was especially the case when 

great dao symbols merged into one, suppressing and killing enemies, the power endless! However, 

Huang destroyed it just like that. 

Chi! 

At the same time, Shi Hao raised his hand. His right arm shone, turning into a sword core, brilliant and 

dazzling. Then, he hacked towards the Demonic Cattail Tree. 



Ah… 

The Demonic Cattail Tree cried out, his voice shaking the cosmos, the stars even splitting. He was going 

all out because he understood the opponent’s power, knew that it was vicious beyond comparison. 

Pu! 

It was a pity, all retaliation from him was futile. All types of symbols were erased. His body protecting 

great dao symbols were hacked endless times until his body was exposed. Blood radiance splashed out, 

his body was cut apart by Shi Hao. 

The Demonic Cattail Tree cried out miserably. He couldn’t escape. This enemy was different from any 

great enemy he had ever faced before, too powerful, exceeding the Immortal King Realm. 

He roared out, carrying unwillingness, carrying despair, splitting apart from the top of his head all the 

way down. He was cleaved in half by Shi Hao, even his primordial spirit like this. 

The Demonic Cattail Tree screamed miserably. His primordial spirit imprints merged, wishing to become 

one. He believed that he could recover since the souls of immortal kings were everlasting and 

imperishable. 

However, what followed ruthlessly crushed all of his hopes. Shi Hao’s finger was like a sword, 

continuously hacking down, blazing radiance completely landing on his primordial spirit imprints. 

What was known as imperishable imprints were crumbled just like that, and then they exploded. 

The Demonic Cattail Tree’s body and spirit were erased just like that. His body turned into ashes, his 

primordial spirit becoming a rain of light. Then, there was a great flame that burned fiercely, engulfing 

this cosmos. 

Heaven and earth shook. The irregular scenes were just too shocking. 

Under the cover of one of Shi Hao’s hands, all of those strange scenes disappeared, not daring to 

reappear. 

A giant was killed just like that. This shocked every single king here. 

However, at this time, Shi Hao also staggered, looking like he was a bit weak. His body was covered in 

bloodstains, cracks everywhere. He was like a porcelain vessel that was struck heavily, the shattered 

body pieced back together. 

That was because when he was breaking through, he suffered an unimaginable destructive force. 

He forcefully merged his soul and body, this type of intense transformation was too rough. When 

crafting a delicate and fine work of art, others sculpted finely with careful tools, using water to polish 

the surface, while he hacked down with a giant axe, berserk like lightning. In a single day, heaven 

shocking changes happened. 

This type of evolution was too domineering. The mere fact that Shi Hao didn’t die was already a miracle! 



The main reason was because the unmatched immortal pill refined from Three Life Medicine displayed 

great use, ensuring that his primordial spirit imprints remained imperishable. Even if his primordial spirit 

shattered, it was pieced back together. 

If this wasn’t the case, Shi Hao would have already died here. 

When he thought about it carefully, the Three Life Medicine wasn’t only the opportunity for Sanzang 

and Shenming to become kings, it was also Shi Hao’s own life saving medicine, allowing him to dare 

attempt something so crazy. 

However, serious injuries were still serious injuries. He might break apart at any time. 

It was because even though that spirit entered his body, starting to merge with his flesh, this process 

wasn’t fully complete. They were still clashing intensely, a single mistake would result in all of the 

previous efforts going down the drain. 

However, Shi Hao believed that if he didn’t die, then what would await him were a wide new sea and 

sky. 

“Kill! Go together! Seize the moment when his dao skills are unstable to kill him!” 

Kun Di roared out, looking like he was going crazy. 

It was because he felt like he really was going to go crazy. A young immortal king broke through the 

Immortal King Realm, establishing a legend never heard of before throughout history, exceeding the 

kings of all great eras. 

This left him in disbelief, hard for him to accept. 

Regardless of whether it was him, the Demonic Cattail Tree, Wu Shang or Realm Sea’s Ju Chong, they all 

previously sneered, treating Shi Hao’s breakthrough as a joke, feeling like he was definitely going to fail. 

This was precisely the reason why they had just rushed over, wishing to take action when the other 

party failed and was seriously wounded, directly end his life. 

Who would have thought that they would witness a miracle. Something completely inconceivable took 

place before their eyes. Huang toppled their imaginations, actually succeeding! 

“Kill!” 

“Kill, don’t give him any time to breath! Do not let him consolidate his cultivation realm! Now is the last 

opportunity!” 

Some undying kings cried out, frantically throwing themselves over. 

They were panicking. If Huang rose up, then the balance that had been established throughout the ages 

would be shattered. His strength that exceeded the king level alone could sweep through all sides’ 

powers. 

In the future, if they started a war against him, there would be no suspense. Anyone who fought him 

would be doomed, destined for death and defeat. 



“Kill!” 

Several kings took action, not holding back at all. Meanwhile, the surrounding fallen immortal kings and 

undying kings were also like this, as if they went mad, doing everything they could to surround and kill 

him. 

They all knew that this matter’s effects were too profound, only by staking it all could they seize a 

glimmer of hope. Otherwise, from today on, Huang would dominate the world, no one else could keep 

him in check. 

Today, they came to surround and kill Huang, wishing to spectate his downfall. Who would have thought 

that they only served as an audience to an unprecedented miracle? 

For them, this was a disaster! 

However, after millions of years, for those of later generations, this would definitely become something 

glorious and spectacular. Witnessing the rise of the emperor, this would be a great matter that shook 

history! 

These people all served as contrast to Huang’s brilliance, especially these giants, becoming disgraceful 

decorations for this great affair. Their joint attack could only make this emperor appear even more 

glorious, make the legends even more earth-shattering. 

That was why they went crazy, attacking with everything they had. 

In the distance, Immortal Domain’s kings were all stunned. Who could have anticipated this result? 

In their eyes, just now, Shi Hao was dead for sure. It wasn’t that they didn’t want to offer aid, but rather 

that they were truly powerless. Even they themselves were attacked until their bodies were in tatters, 

some people even more so having their souls suppressed. However, in the end, it was actually this 

result. Huang relied on himself, on his own strength to instead slaughter his way through the foreign 

realm’s enemies. 

In the battlefield, that young expert swept through the kings. Even though he was injured, possibly dying 

at any time, risk of body and spirit perishing, his strength was still unmatched. 

Pu! 

Undying kings were hacked apart by him, turning into a great rain of blood, dyeing the cosmos’ starry 

skies red. 

Peng! 

Shi Hao’s feet trampled out. Realm Sea’s giant Ju Chong coughed out a large mouthful of blood. All of 

the secret methods he activated were broken apart, he himself backing up, his body cracking. 

“Kill!” 

The nine-headed monster’s eyes revealed vicious radiance. He was extremely decisive. Even though he 

knew that Shi Hao was powerful, he also crazily took action. 

In that instant, three great sword extremes merged into one, the power endless. 



He knew that he didn’t have any other choice. Since he already took action, then he had to get rid of 

Huang today. This might be the final opportunity. Once Shi Hao returned to his peak, trying to surround 

and kill him would only be a joke. 

“It is time for the three great sword arts to return. They don’t belong to the Darkness Prison, don’t 

belong to Guidance Ancient Palace!” Shi Hao said, advancing and attacking. 

He forced back a group of fallen immortal kings, making those people’s blood splash across the starry 

sky. He began to target and chase down the nine-headed monster. 

Peng! 

With a raise of his hand, the starry sky was covered. A single hand covered the heavens and then 

descended, nothing it couldn’t break through, unstoppable. Nothing could stop him. 

The nine-headed monster was powerful enough, but when facing the current Huang, he seemed rather 

unsightly! 

The three great sword arts, no matter how stunning, they were still suppressed, turning into dim 

multicolored brilliance, scattering just like that. 

Pu! 

When the great hand descended, the nine-headed monster released a miserable cry, his body breaking 

into pieces, flesh turning into blood and bones. He couldn’t endure this type of power. Nine primordial 

spirits tried to escape. 

“Ah…” The one who was even more miserable than him was the white tiger below him, exploding on the 

spot, having his body and spirit erased. This was an immortal king level expert, yet it died just like that. 

With a hu sound, great winds roared. Shi Hao grabbed the nine primordial spirits, suppressing them in 

the lightning dao law pool, leaving them behind to extract the Chaos Calming Art and other things. 

The nine-headed monster was defeated. In the surroundings, the other followers all died miserably, 

swept through by Shi Hao in the starry skies, turning into blasts of bloody mist. 

“Go, this person already became an emperor, or is close to becoming an immortal emperor, unmatched 

under the sky. We are not his match!” 

One of the creatures hurrying over from Realm Sea cried out, not daring to take action, turning around 

and running. 

“Where do you think you are going?!” Shi Hao shouted. His body moved across the sky, the cosmos 

unable to restrict him. In an instant, he cut off the sky dome, blocking in front. 

Hong! 

When his fist smashed out, heaven and earth lost color. Those people were all in despair, fighting with 

everything they had. 

However, the difference was clear. In the end, they were all killed. 



“Run!” 

When the undying kings from the foreign realm saw this, they all began to run. They knew that the 

greater situation was already done for. Shi Hao had risen up, no one able to stop his steps any longer. 

“Go, quickly leave this place!” Kun Di roared. He now felt endless regret. Who would have thought that 

he ended up provoking this kind of terrifying individual? This was an absolute disaster! 

“Huang, cease your arrogance!” 

Wu Shang Devil King instead had great boldness. He was in charge of holding up the rear. A bronze great 

halberd was pointed at Shi Hao and then it hacked out fiercely. 

Kacha! 

The great halberd’s snow-white blade was snapped by a single hand from Shi Hao. His eyes were like 

cold lightning, looking forward, attacking with full strength. 

“Impervious to all methods, divine abilities nothing more than dirt!” Wu Shang roared out, carrying 

pride and resplendent brilliance. He couldn’t accept this, feeling that his divine might was unrivaled, 

unmatched and beyond comparison. 

He stopped Shi Hao. Even though he knew that everything pointed towards disaster, this was his 

conviction and pride as an undying giant. 

This clan’s Magical Force Immunity wasn’t a divine ability. It was unmatched and domineering, many 

kings and many giants left helpless before it. 

Many experts feared fighting Wu Shang the most. 

However now, this unmatched divine ability still couldn’t change anything. 

Shi Hao similarly grasped this dao. Perhaps his wasn’t as broad and deep as this one, but he was already 

familiar with it. Together with his current unmatched cultivation, who could stop him? 

The so-called Magical Force Immunity was ineffective against him. 

Honglong! 

Shi Hao condensed a fist imprint, a fist smashing out. Heaven and earth broke apart, the cosmos blasted 

through. 

Apart from this, Wu Shang’s arms and chest were also pierced, becoming bloody. The bloody holes were 

terrifying, leaving all who saw them horrified. 

Wu Shang coughed out blood. He was laughing loudly, the brilliance on his face not decreased at all. 

However, his entire being was fading, becoming dim. Then he exploded, turning into a rain of light. 

Wu Shang died, powerfully killed by Shi Hao. 

Hong! 



Shi Hao took a step out, wind and thunder wreaking havoc, his bearing shocking heaven and earth. It 

really was as if an emperor was descending upon the world, heading towards the foreign realm. 

Huang slaughtered his way over alone just like that, charging in. He was going to unleash a great 

slaughter, sweep through all enemies in this world. 

“From today forth, who still dares claim sovereignty?” The Immortal Domain giant Qi Yu coughed out 

blood, saying this from the distance. 

“Huang will slaughter until no one in this world dares claim sovereignty!” The Ecliptic Immortal Gold 

Daoist said with a sigh. 


